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The Murray Ledger & Times
Volumr97 No. 172 In Our 97th Year
Recreation Technician Training
Three Murray women among the 30 trainees in the 750-hour program
at Murray State University to prepare older adults as recreation
,technicians for Jackson Purchase health care facilities 4sist patients in
the Convalescent Division of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital with
arts and crafts projects. They are Heloise Roberts (top right), working
with Floral Thomas, Virginia Converse (lower right), assisting Inez Finney,
and Marilyn Clark (below), helping Albert Poore. Funded by a $60,798
teaching grant from the Kentucky Bureau of Manpower Services to the
Department of Recreation and Physical Education at Murray State, the
program includes 13 weeks of instruction on the campus and eight.
weeks on-the-job experience. Upon completing the program,
recreation technicians will be qualified to direct patient activities in a
variety of health care facilities, including hospitals, nursing homes, per-
sonal care homes, rehabilitation centers, and community mental health
centers.
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Senate Okays- 1-84vlonth-tax Cut Extension
WASHINGTON (AP) - Extension of
individual tax cuts through 1977 is a
step closer today, but it may be another
two months before taxpayers know for
sure whether they will face a tax hike
next year.
. The Senate voted 66 to 28 on Tuesday
to extend the tax cuts for 18 months. But
the House cannot act on the extension
until the Senate passes the complex tax-
revision bill to which the reductions are
attached.
Sen. Russell Long, 1)-La., chairman
of the Senate Finance Committee, said
he hopes - but cannot guarantee -
that the Senate will approve a tax bill
before recessing Aug. 11 for the
Republican convention.
Once the Senate passes the bill, a
Senate-House conference must work
out the countless differences in the
Senate's tax-revision bill and ore ap-
proved by the House last year. That
'could take weeks.
No matter how long it takes Congress
to complete work on a tax-revision bill,
there is virtually no chance that
American workers will feel a bigger tax
bite on their paychecks this year.
The $15-billion worth of individual tax
cuts technically expired once .edy,
on July 1, but Congress hu5ried1y froze
City Council Meets Thursday
Several items are on the agenda for
the regular meeting of the Murray
Conirnon Council scheduled for 7'30
p.m. Thursday at City Hall.
The council will be asked to consider'
an amendment to the recently .40-
proved new bylaws for the operation of
the Murray Calloway County-Hospital.
Other items on the agselda include:
-a resolutiop7 establishing the ,
Murray-Cello y County Park Board;
plicants fat employment in the Murray
Fire ClePt.;
-Alie first reading of an ordinance
,eStablishing rules and regulations
governing access to public records;
-permission to employ two
patrolmen in the Murray Police Dept
and;
-the resignation of Ron Hopkins
from the Murray Fire Dept.
A "full committee meeting" of the
council is scheduled for 5:15 p.m. today
_-Oç!UiisM6fl to advertise for ap- at City Hall.
withholding rates until Sept, 1.
Congressional leaders indicaks" the
rates will be frozen again if/afore time
is required to complete archon on the
tax bill.
In addition to voti4; for an 18-month
renewal of the tax cuts, the Senate
agreed Tuesday, 50 to 42, to allow
motorists/ to continue deducting all
their/late and local gasoline taxes.
Finance Committee, in writing
bill, voted to allow deduction of only
the gasoline taxes that total more than
$50 a year. That would have raised the
federal tax bills of millions of
Americans but it would have saved the
Treasury about $300 miWon a year.
The Senate rejected, 54 to 38, an effort
by Sen. Acllai Stevenson III, D-III., to
eliminate the gasoline-tax deduction
altogether on grounds it encourages
energy waste. '
The key elements of the taxcut
package include: •
-A provision allowing a $35 credit -
which is subtracted directly from taxes
Partly Cloudy, Warm
Partly cloudy and warm tonight, low
in the upper 60s to low 70s. Partly
cloudy with a chance of thun-
dershowers Thursday, high around 90
Senate Republicans Hold-Key
To Override Of Jobs Bill Veto
WASHINGTON (AP) - Senate
Republicans held the key today to
whether the Democratic majority can
muster the votes to override President
Ford's veto of a $3.95 billion public
works jobs bill.
Ford contends the bill would create
more inflation rather than permanent
jobs.
"I think' there are about six un-
decided," said Sen. Robert P. Griffin,
R-Mich., assistant minority leader,
when asked how many Republicans
might desert the President and vote to
override.
Griffin already has announced he
would vote to override Griffin was one
Of the key Ford allies last FebrnarY
-whey the Senate fell three votes short of
overriding the President's veto of an
Oilier and larger public works jobs
-Griffin did not say who the six Lin-
o decided Republicans were.
The bill would create 200,000 public
works jobs, 'sponsors say, as well as
provide funds to insure that 90,000 local
government jobs be maintained despite
budget cutbacks forced by recession.
In his July 6 veto message, Ford told
Congress, "This bill will not create
lasting jobs but instead will create
more inflation." He used the same
argument last February when he
vetoed a $6.2-billion bill.
Supporters of the measures argued
they were the best way to create jobs
quickly. They also argued that the cost
of unemployment is far greater than
the cost of a public works program to
reduce it.
The House voted/ to override that
veto, but the Senate fell three votes
short of the necessary two-thirds.
Griffin was" a key figure in mustering
the votes necessary to sustain Ford's
veto In February.
This time, the Senate's No.
Republican has said he will vote to
override. Griffin cited unemployment
rates of 9.7 per cent in Michigan and
13.4 per cent in Detroit airthe telt9Ons
for his position.
The bill passed the Senate 75 to 20 and
cleared the House 328 to 83, both votes
exceeding the two-thirds margin
needed to override a veto.
The bill authorizes $2 billion in grants
to state and local governments for
public works props that can be
started within 90 ys. Supporters say
that portion of the bill would create
about 200,000 jobs, most of them in the
construction industry.
Another section of the bill would -
authorize $1.25 billion.in antirecession
grants to help maintain esential state
and local services in areas with high
unemployment rates. ' Supporters
contend that portion of the bill would







owed - for each taxpayer and each
dependent to be extended through 1977.
If it is to his or her advantage, the
taxpayer instead could take a credit of 2
per cent of his first $9,000 of taxable
income, to a maximum credit of 8180.
-Permanent increases in the
standard deduction, which are
available only to taxpayers who do not
itemize deductions. The minimum
standard deduction is $1,700 for single
•
persons and $2,100 for couples. The
maximum is 16 per cent of adjusted
gross income, up to 12,400 for single
persons and $2,800 for couples.
-A provision making permanent a
special "work bonus" for poor, working
families with children. This allows a
credit of 10 per cent of earned income
up to $4,000, or a top credit of $400. The
Credit is scaled down before being
phased out when income reaches $8,000.
Tentative bid-letting dates for the
four-inning of U. S. Highway 641 bet-
ween Murray and Benton were con-
firmed today by a spokesman in the
./Centucky Department of Highways
district office in Reidland.
Bryan Stewart in the Reidland office
said that the scheduled date for the bid-
letting on the Marshall County portion
of the project is Nov. 18 and the
scheduled date for the bid-letting on the
Calloway County portion of the project
is Dec. 16.
The project will extend the four.
inning of U.S. 641 from the present four-
lane north of Marray to Benton.
Stewart said that at this time a target
date could not be pinpointed for con-
struction to begin or for the completion
of the project.
Stewart said that right-of-way
acquisition had been completed in
Marshall County and that only five
more parcels remain to be acquired in
Calloway County. He said that con-
demnation proceedings had been in-
stituted on the remaining parcels in
Calloway County.
The highway department spokesman
cautioned that the scheduled dates are
contained In the current status report





County Judge Robert 0. Miller has
been re-elected as chairman of the
Purchase Area Development District
for a second consecutive term.
Judge Miller was, elected at last
night's meeting_ at _Abe area
organization. Joe Bolen was also
named to a second term as vice-
chairman of the group.
The group also accepted an ap-
plication from the city of Murray for
the old city park in the amount of
$48,295. AD district official April Pierce
said the grant would be for im-
provements to the old city park, in-
cluding new lights, blercher
renovation, new roofs for pavilions and
four new scoreboards.
The project would be funded on a
matching basis with city and federal
funds.
Consumer Prices Up Despite
Leveling Off Of Food Costs
WASHINGTON (AP) - Despite a
leveling off in food costs, consumer
prices jumped five-tenths of a per cent
last month, driven upward by a sharp
increase in the cost of gasoline and
other energy products, the government
said today.
The June increase follows hikes of
six-tenths of a per cent in May and four-
tenths of a per cent in April, closing out
the second quarter with inflation rising
at a seasonally adjusted annual rate of
6.1 percent.
That is about what Ford
administration economists have con-
sidered in the past to be the underlying
inflation rate in the economy.
The increase of grocery prices slowed
in June, rising only two-tenths of a per
cent after jumping one per cent in May
and six-tenths uf a per cent in April, the
County Officials
Charge Local Man
Calloway County authorities have
charged Ricky Nance, 18, with
knowingly receiving stolen property,
according to department reports
Nance has been placed in ounty jail










CLassif ieds 12, 13
Deaths & Funerals 
4 •
Labor Department said.
However, the department said the
improvement was offset by sharp in-
creases in the costs of a broad range of
energy products, including gasoline,
motor oil, fuel oil, coal, natural gas and
electricity.
Over-all, energy prices were up 1.9
per cent in June, accounting for almost
a third of the month's increase in the
department's Consumer Price Index.
Workers were hurt as well by a June
decline in average weekly hours on the
job.
The Labor Department said the
decline, amounting to six-tenths of a
...per cent, plus the rise in retail prices
'resulted in a decline of one per cent in
gross weekly earnings.
Over all, consumer prices last month
were 5.9 per cent more than they were
during the same month a year ago.
(Sele Prices, Pageiol
Susan Nanny, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John C. Nanny of 2300 Coldwater
Road, is shown during :c''om.missioning exercises as her father, john Nanny,
right, and-he-rtiance, Jeffrey Duimiali. Of touisville, lea pia on the bars of
2nd lieutenant. After completing one month of competitive Junior Officer
Trairiing in luly of 1975, Miss Nanny was selected by the U. S. c%rmy on the
basis of scholarship and leadership ability to participate in the Student Of-
ficer Program during her senior year at Murray State University. She will
report to Ft. McClellan, Alabama, on hily /5.
var
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Laror and Kitty Keaton, Southern Baptist Missionaries
to Spain, will speak at the Memorial Baptist Church on
Wednesday, luly 21, at 730 p.m. They will discuss their
work with the university students in Valencia, Spain, on
the Mediterranean Sea at the Memorial services on
Wednesday. A family potluck dinner will be served at
630 p.m. Mrs. Keaton, the former Kitty Ray, is the








Senior Citizens held their July
Outing at Fort Donelson State
Park.
A visit at the Visitors'
Center and a tour of the park
was enjoyed by the group.
Members attending were
Ray and Margaret Ralph,
Annet and Bob Burnham, Bea
and Lyman Pearson, Mary
Montgomery, Effie Edwards,
Lillian Montgomery, Lucille
Wilson, Mary Rawlins, and
Anna Szychulcha. Visitors
attending were Mettle
Shackelford of Granite City,
111., Becky Hellen, Alex Gay,
and Lynn Johnson anti twin
daughters.
LACE WELL BOY
Joseph Scott is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Ricky
Lacewell of Mayfield Route
One for their baby boy born on
Friday, June 25, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. L. J. Lacewell of
Mayfield and Mr. and Mrs.
Odean Jackson of Mayfield
Route Three.
WOOD BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Wood III of
Farmington Route One are the
parents of a baby boy born on
Monday, June 7, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Jim Wood 11 and Mr. and
Mrs. John Kotigh, Farmington
Route One.
Fort Donelson was a Con-
federate fortification on the
Cumberland River at Dover,
Tenn., commanding the ap.• The Murray School of
proach to Nashville. It was cap- Practical Nursing Chapter
tured Feb. 16, 1862, by Gen. Ul- held a financial project
ysses S. Grant. recently with the prize being a
floral arrangement donated
by Kings Floristof Mayfield.
Mrs. Ruth Ferguson of
Hazel was the winner of the






Burnette, U. S. Department of
Health, Education and
Welfare (HEW) graduate
fellow at Kentucky State
University, received a stipend
to attend the Humanities
Seminar for Public
Administrators held at Cornell
University, Ithaca, N. Y.,
June 14 to July 9.
Dr. Jim Graves, dean of the
KSU School of Public Affairs,
said, "There were only 15
stipends , available nation-
wide. lite fact that Wayne was
judged to be one of these 15 is
an honor for him and for




degree at Murray State
University in 1974. He will
complete his master's degree
in public affairs at KSU in
August, 1976. He and his wife,
Suzanne, currently live in
Richmond, where he is un-
dergoing an internship as the
special projects officer in the




seminar was sponsored by the
National Endowment for the
Humanities in an attempt to
acquaint administrators with
the knowledge and insights







MURRAY rn Open 7:45 - Start 8:23
Ends Tonite




[Miss Janice Boyd Kern Marri-e—cil
To Mr. Koleszar, West Hartford
Mrs. John
Miss Janice Beyd Kern,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. R.
Bruce Kern, West Hartford,
Connecticut became the brtde
of John Koleszar, III, son of
Commander and Mrs. John
Koleszar, Glassboro, New
Jersey, June 26, at four p.m.
The double ring ceremony
was performed by Reverend
V. Donald Ernmel in West-
minster Presbyterian Church.
The altar was decorated with
palms, candelabra and mixed
white flowers.
M. Becky Rosendahl,
organist, gave -a program of
1:Deak
By Abigtail Van Burn
What to Expect from
Married Man
DEAR ABBY: You once printed a letter telling girls who
were in love with married men what to expect. You titled it
"Never On Sunday." Please try to find it and run it again. I
want to send it to my daughter. Thank you.
TEARING MY HAIR IN TULSA
DEAR TEARING: Here's the letter. I hope it helps:
DEAR ABBY: May I give your readers the benefit of my
very valuable experience? I address this to any woman who
is in love with a married man:
Never expect to see him on Sundays or holidays. Never
call him at home. Don't ever expect him to take you out in
public, but be prepared to entertain him at your place. He
may bring a bottle or the steaks occasionally, but in actual
dollars and cents, you will spend more on him than he'll
spend on you.
Never depend on him in times of personal crisis. Don't
believe him when he tells you that his wife is a shrew, cold,
homely, too fat (or too thin), and she hasn't slept with him
in 10 years.
bon't expect his wife to divorce him if she catches him.
Slie knows that you aren't his first affair and won't be his
Last. Also, she's not about to give up her social status,
financial security and retirement income because of you.
However, her discovery will probably terminate his affair
with you, so be prepared to get some new clothes, circulate
and find another man whose wife is a shrew, cold, homely,
too fat lor too thin), and hasn't slept with him for 10 years.
Sign me... "MIS WIFE
DEAR ABBY: This may be the most unusual letter
you've ever received. You may even toss it into the
wastebasket thinking it's a put-on, but I assure you it is
not.
I am a 42-year-old man who is marrying a 38-year-old
woman. It's my first marriage and her second.
Please don't faint, Abby, but lam a virgin—if one refers
to a man who has never had any sexual relations in his life
as a virgin.
I know absolutely nothing about sex, and I'm scared to
death that I will mess up on my honeymoon.
I ftm too ashamed to ask any of my close friends what to
do. One day I tried to get some information from a casual
acquaintance at work end he looked at me like I was nuts
and said, "Just do what comes natural, man, do what comes
natural." Then he walked away.
Ill knew what was going to come natural I wotildn't be
so worried.
Can you help me?
NERVOUS IN LOUISIANA
DEAR NERVOUS: Your family doctor, or any
physician, will instruct you in the basics. Don't be ashamed
and don't worry. Your bride has been married before, so if
you forget your instructions, she'll be able to cue you.
DEAR ABBY: Please explain in easy pool-hall language
Just what people mean when they say they are "born again'
or "twice-born." Thank you.
B.H.: cto CITY, ILLINOIS'
DEAR B.H.: They mean that they have accepted Jesus
Christ as their personal savior, and have put their faith and
trust in Him.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours'? For a personai
reply, write to ABBY: Box No 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069
Enclo•• stamped, self•addreised envelope. please.
Koleszar III
wedding music, which in-
cluded "In Thee Is Joy,"
Bach; "Chorale in A Minor,"
Franck; "Concerto in A
Minor," Vivaldi; -"Sweet Hour
of Prayer," Bradbury; "Jesu
Joy of Man's Desiring," Bach;
"Amazing Grace,"
Annonymous. She used
"Loengrin" by Wagner for the
Processional and "Allegro
Maestoso" by Handel for the
'Recessional. The
congregation sang "Oh
Perfect Love" and "Blest be
the Tie That Binds."
Bride's Dress
Given in marriage by her
father, the bride wore a
princess style gown of silk
satapoe fashioned with empire
waistline and trimmed with
- tare inedelhoos. She wore a
chapel length veil edged in
lace applique attached to a
Camelot cap and carried a
cascade of white rosebuds,
baby's breath and stephanotis
with white streamers.
Maid of honor, Miss
Margaret Sandwell, wore a
formal gown of white organza
with a chiffon centered with
red roses, circled with blue
cornflowers, white carnations,
baby's breath and streamers.
Bridesmaids, Miss Jane
Tripp mud Mrs. Stephen
Koleszar, sister-in-law of the
groom, wore gowns and
carried bouquets identical to
that of the honor attendant.
Best man was Michael
Scullin. Ushers were Hal
Easton and Stephen Koleszar,
brother of the groom.
The bride's mother wore a
formal gown of coral and
white chiffon with matching
accessories and rosebud
corsage. The groom's mother
wore a green and white
polyester crepe gown with
matching accessories and a
cymbidium orchid corsage.
Reception
The reception and dinner
dance was held at the Hotel
Sonesta, Hartford, Con-
necticut.
Miss Connie Cannon was in
charge of the guestbook and
Mrs. Marion Berlin was
director of the wedding.
The bride-is a graduate of
Culver-Stockton College and
George Peabody College for
Teachers. The groom is a
graduate of Rensselaer
Polytechnical Institute and is
employed by Magnet Cor-
poration.
After a sailing cruise the
couple will be at home in
Easthampton, Massachusetts.
Koleszar was a former
instructor in the Department




Murray has been dismissed
from the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
Coffee Cup Chatter.
By University of Kentucky name to this day. Often whole
County Extension Agents tribes and villages hand-
For Home Economics loomed rugs of one particular
Soft floor coverings have design and color combination.
been around for a long time. The beauty of an Oriental rug
Luxurious carpeting found is formed by the quality of the
Egyptian tombs tell us they wool fiber (a few are silk
were used by royalty as long fiber), the finest of the weave,
ago as 3000 B.C. Oriental are
the oldest and most valtied
kind of rug. These colorful
hand-made woven rugs have
for centuries come to use from
craftsmen in Persia, Egypt,
Turkey, India, China, and
other Middle East countries.
Used by both rich and poor,
they were once the major
household furnishing. People
used ,them to cover floors,
walls; cushions dud even
saddles. When they moved or
traveled about, they wrapped
their possessions in Oriental
rugs to protect them from the
sun and wind and rain, and
from jostling of a cart or
camel's lurching gait.
Families passed rug-making
skills and patterns from
generation to generation, and








Neat trick: slice onions into
rounds and then peel off the skin
from each slice. Good technique

















Styhst Podwah is now associated with them
Lots specializes in the latest cuts and perms and invites
you to call fait an appointment
753-3582- —.
r-11-1-11-11
We are pleased to announce
that Sonia Johnson, bride-elect
of Dale Thomason, has selec-
ted her pottery, stainless and
crystal from our complete
bridal registry.
Sonia and Dale will be
















US No, 1 Red Potatoes
Home Grown Peaches
Home Grown Tomatoes
Home Grown Sweet Corn 59c
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To Be Read Saturday
Plans have been completed
by Miss Linda -Truett Lilly,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
George Truett Lilly, for her
marriage to Nelson Ray
Gardner, son of Drury Carl
Gardner of Williamsport,
Tenn., and the late Mrs.
Louise Gillespie Gardner.
The ceremony will be
solemnized on Saturday, July
24, at four p.m. at the First
Bai5tist Church. Dr. H. C.
Chiles, pastor emeritus of the
church, will officiate.
A program of nuptial music
will be presented by Mrs. John
Bowker, organist, and Gus
Robertson, Jr., soloist.
Miss Lilly will be given in
marriage by her father. She
has chosen her sister, Mrs.
Thomas Aaron McKenzie III
of Huntsville, Ala., as matron
of honor. Bridesmaids will be
Miss Carolyn Merle Gardner,
sister of the groom-elect, and
Miss Georgia Ann Ellis, both
of Nashville, Term.
Best man for Mr. Gardner
will be his father, Drury Carl
Gardner. Groomsmen will be
Dr. Thomas Aaron McKenzie
of Huntsville, Ala., and Carl
Brooks Gardner, brother of
the groom-elect, William-
sport, Tenn. ushers will be
Henry Herschel Gardner and
Douglas Earl Gardner, both
from Nashville, Tenn., and
brothers of the groom-elect.
Following the ceremony Mr.
and Mrs. Lilly will entertain
with a reception at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
Only out of town invitations
have been sent, and all friends
and relatives of the couple are




FOR THURSDAY, JULY 22, 197$
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Your impala aggressiveness
will profit an advantage in
conducting day's activities.
Don't go overboard and alienate
friends or associates, however.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
A complex situation in-
dicated. Play for time until
certain factors are cleared up.
This is one time when just
"standing by" will prove
beneficial.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21( BA".
If you know you're on the
right track, stay there; don't go
off on tIngents without good
reason.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 0314_1
Opportunities in a new field
will interest you considerably.
Study well— if only to grasp as
an avocation.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) aticz
A friend may propose a
mutual investment. Better say
no) This will not be a good
period for venturing.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Care needed in matters of
communication. Misin-
terpretation of a letter or
message could lead to errors.
UREA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An
Caution urged in business
negotiations. Certain factors
you may have taken for granted
may prove otherwise.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) rketC
A sharp and, in some areas,
unexpected surge of activity.
1.1,4
wo%
Keep in step with events — but
without anxiety.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 211 Nlif fit
Certain situations may be
more complex than you realize.
Avoid any involvement that
could damage your prestige.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 72 to Jan. 20) Vj
Morning hours favor the
exchange of ideas, program-
ming for future activities,
business conferences generally.
Accent is on the social after 3
p.m.
AQUARIUS
(Jan 21 to Feb. 19)
Keep both feet on the ground
now. There's a tendency to
confuse the imaginatively
creative with the offbeat and
impractical.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) Xt.
Be prepared for surprises —
especially in social circles. -a,
Certain odd persons or bizarre
doings may raise your
eyebrows. But you WILL be
amused.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
highly sensitive and idealistic
individual, often at a complete
loss in a crassly materialistic
world; should, therefore, avoid
a business career unless you
can develop a harder shell and
Live your dreams through an
avocation such as writing,
music, poetry or painting. Your
love of family and friends is
outstanding, as is your respect
for heritage and tradition, You
make intuitive, understanding
companions, nurses, doctors,
homemakers and teachers. In
the proper niche, yours can be
an extremely happy life, and
your achievements of the en-
during type. Birthdate of: A.
Ashley Cooper, Eng. states-
man; Alexander, the Great.
SENIOR CITIZENS from Murray and Calloway County were helpers in Grandma's Kit-
chen event held recently at the Empire 'farm in the Land Between the Lakes. In the top
photo are, left to right, Meda. Jackson, churning butter, Hazel Locke, cut up and fried
rabbit, Treva Washer, made biscuit pie crust for fruit cobbler, Alma Cooper, cut up rab-
bit and made dumplings, Octie Lindsey, shelled corn and helped with hominy, and
Minta Tanner, helped with hominy and rendering lard. In the bottom photo are Mary
Ball, helped with hominy, Loyola Wyatt, guided making of hominy, Thelma McDougal,
served lemonade, helped with hominy, and helped prepare meat. Thyra Crawford,
shelled corn, assisted with hominy and lard, Artis Fuqua, cut fat pork for lard, and Latta
Boyd, cut meat for lard and took up butter from the chum. Verona Grogan, director of
Murray Senior Citizens, accompanied the group. Senior Citizens from Marshall and
Trigg Counties also attended.
Anxiety Warning Listed
Do you have headaches, feenittery, can't gleep or
relax? Are you so tired when the alarm goes off that you
can hardly drag yourself out of bed? And when you do
get up, you're too tired and boi*d to do anything.
These are signs of anxiety and depression, says Mar-
tonS. Mariner, University of Tennessee Extension fami-
IY life specialist. Anxiety, guilt and depression are early
warning signals that something in you or your life must
change.
"Recently, a counselor on marriage told a group of
Chattanooga homemakers to take some time off from the
situation, withdraw a bit, and get a fresh look at the
situation," she states.
-Then they had to come back with a different ap-
proach. They had to learn something new that would help
the situation, talk with a counselor or social worker, or
talk with other homemakers and share common problems
and look for ways to deal with them. Finally, they had to
accept what they were and look at reality, drop defenses,
and live in a more honest open way."
Whether your problem is with family, friends, job, or
whatever, the answer is the same, adds Mrs. Mariner.
When you feel bored, anxious, guilty, or afraid, it's time
to look at yourself and see if you can discover what is
bothering you. Face your fears and make a plan to do
something about them. Take one step at a time, but do
something.
Mademoiselle
Court Square - Murray
SC=243=20 C=::==a
There she is again...
in a
If you want to test for starch
in foods, add a few drops of
iodine which always produces a





Mr. and Mrs. Larry Orr of
Mayfield Route Seven are the
parents of a baby girl, Ginger
Christian, weighing seven
pounds ten ounces, born on
Friday, July 9, at 5:50 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The father is employed by
George H. Reed and Com-
pany, Mayfield. The mother,
the former Phyllis Cun-
ningham, is employed by the
Mayfield Board of Education.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. George Orr of Marion
and Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Finney of Murray. Great
grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Jesse Garland of Murray
Route Two and Mr. and Mrs.
Stark Finney of Benton Route
Three.
HARDLSON GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. David Har-
dison of Kirksey Route One
are the parents of a baby girl,
Laura Katherine, born on
Thursday, July 8, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. James Hardison and Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Bagwell. Great
grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Sam Bagwell, Mr. and
Mrs. Parvin Hardison, and
Mrs. Jesse Moore.
MOULTRIE GIRL
Lydia Elizabeth was the
name chosen by Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Moultrie of Paris,
Tenn., for their baby girl,
weighing eight pounds seven
ounces, born on Sunday, July
4, at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
CHILDERS GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. John Childers
of Memphis, Tenn., announce
the birth of a baby girl, Kate
Elizabeth, weighing seven
pounds seven ounces, born on
Wednesday, July 7.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. William C. Childers of
Puryear, Tenn., and Mrs.
Elizabeth Meketi and the late




Bowling for senior citizens
will be at Corvette Lanes at
1:30p.m.
July 22
Day Camp for Children II,
grades 3-6, will be 'held by
Memorial Baptist Church at
nine a.m.
Murray Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons will have
a called meeting at 7:30 p.m.
The Mark Master degree will
be conferred.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
Senior Citizens. Workday will
be at Greenhouse at St. John's
Episcopal Church at three
p.m.
"Pops" Concert by Murray
State University Summer
Orchestra, directed by Prof.
Neale Mason, will be at Lovett
Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. ,No
charge.
Thursday, July 22
Wranglers Riding Club will
hold its monthly business
meeting at seven p. m. at the
club grounds.
Friday, July 22
Wranglers Riding Club will
ride at the club grounds with
twenty-six classes planned.
Mt Pleasant United
Methodist Church will have
homecoming services with
Bro. Larry Wilson, missionary
from Ivory Coast, West
Africa, as speaker.
Party for ninth through 12th
grades at Oaks Country Club
is scheduled from eight to
eleven p.m. with Marilyn
McCuiston, Gimii Hopkins,
Kay Outland, and Linda
Adams as chairmen.
Sunshower from Memorial
Baptist Church will be at the
Piney Camp Ground, Land
Between the Lakes, at five
p.m.
Friday, July 23
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be at 9:30 a.m. and 12;30
p.m. ..spill 75,3-0929 for tran-
sportation.
Saturday, July 24
Members of Murray Shrine
Club and their wives will meet
at Triangle Inn at 6:30 p.m. for
a family style dinner. All
Shriners and wives invited.
Sunday, July 25
Reunion of J. Will Shelton
family will be held at pavilion
at old City Park, North 8th and
Payne Streets. A basket lunch
will be served following
morning church services. Mr.
Shelton from Grand Island,
Fla. will attend along with all
family members. Relatives
and friends are invited.
Recital of Lois Gilmore,
Henderson, clarinet, will be at
two p. m. at the Farrell








Baby Boy Green (mother
Wanda), 416 W. 12th, Benton.
DISMISSALS
Miss Heather J. Arnold, Rt.
1, Box 283A, Murray, Mrs. Joy
L. Parker, Rt. 3, Paris, Ten.,
James D. Burkeen, Rt. 1,
Dexter, Mark E. Bridges, Rt.
8, Mayfield, Mrs. Linda S.
Lassiter, Rt. 1, Hazel, James
S. Outland, 807 S. 9th.,
Murray, Mrs. Dora F. Mat-
thin, Hamlin, Miss Cindy
Garlandel100 N. 18th., Murray,
Shaun K. Hicks, Rt. 5, Box
2330-A, Murray, Miss Sara G.
Meadows, Rt. 1, Gilbertsville,
Russell K. Wright, 902 Poplar.
Murray, Miss Mists J. Shekel,
Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs. Marla P
Brandon,'Fern Terrace 1.4,,
Murray, Mrs. Eula M.
Garland, 519 S. 13th., Murray.
Mrs. Clara Paschall, Rt. 4,
Box 122, Murray.







vated soak cycli. Select from five
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, find storage conve-
nience of an upright
I freezer. Plenty of
shelf space. 11.8 Cu.
ft capacity. Tem-
- perature control.





1970° Ama tic buz-zer signals end
of cycle. Set drying time up to
130 minutes. Permanent press
cycle. Temperature selections for
normal, delicate, fluff. Easy clean
lint filter.
8 Ways to Buy
• Cash • Goodyear Revolving Charge
• Our Own Customer Credit Plan
• Master Charge • BankAmencard
• Amencan Express Money Card
• Carte Blanche • Diners Club
GOODYEAR SERVICEStORE
Sion Haws: 7:30 A.M. until 6:00 P.M. Daily - Opon Friday mg 11:00 p.m.
721 So. 12th St. Murray, Ky. 753-0595
St
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-1111EARTILIN
BEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems —
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these colums,
write HEARTLJNE, 8514 N. Main St.,
Dayton, Ohio 45415. Senior citizens will
receive prompt replies, but you must
Include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
REARTLINE: Is there a special
„Medicare claim tor out-of-the-country
_charges, for charges that might occur
in Canada, for instance? — T. M.
ANSWER: Yes. You may obtain
them at your Social-Security office.
However, Medicare is only good in
Canada if you are en route to or from
Alaska ( direct route); if you live in the
United States in an area on the border
of Canada or Mexico and a Canadian or
Mexican hospital is closer than an
..American hospital; or if an emergency
-',occurs when you are in the United
:States and a Canadian or Mexican
hospital is closer than a U.S. hospital.
• Heartline's new "Guide to Social
,Security" is packed with all the in-
:.formation you need about the Social
Security program. For your copy, send
;-$2 and your name and address to
-.-Heartline's "Guide to Social Security,"
::Box 4994, Des Moines, Iowa 50306.
HEARTLINE: How much will
:•::Medicare pay on outpatient service?
ANSWER: After the $60 deductible
has been met, Medicare takes care of 80
per cent of the reasonable charges for
all covered outpatient hospital services
you receive. The hospital will apply for
the Medicare payment and will charge
you for any part of the $60 deductible
you have not met plus 20 per cent of the
remaining reasonable charges for the
outpatient services.
If the charge is $60 or less and the
hospital cannot determine how much of
the $60 deductible you have met, the
3.. hospital may ask you to pay the entire
bill. If you pay the bill, any Medicare
payments that are due will be paid
7: directly to you.
Except in unusual circumstances, the
R. Gene McCutcheon, editor
hospital will prepare the Medicare
claim for you. If you ever need help
with your claim, get in touch with your
Social Security office.
When you pay an outpatient bill of $60
or less, here is what happens:
I. If you have already met the $60
deductible, Medicare will pa, you 80
per cent of the reasonable charges for
the outpatient services.
2. If you have not met the $60,
Medicare will credit you with the
amount you paid toward your deduc-
tible. If that amount plus any part of the
deductible you have previously met for
the year adds up to more than $60,
Medical Insurance will pay 80 per cent
of the reasonable charges above the $60
deductible.
Example: During the year, Mrs. f'
had met $55 of her deductible before she
received treatment in the hospital
outpatient clinic. The hospital charged
her $10, and she paid the bill at their
request. When her claim is received, $5
of the outpatient bill is used to make up
her $60 deductible and Mrs. J. receives
80 per cent of the remaining $5, which
would be $4.
Isn't It The Truth
The retired Wyoming cowboy and
horse wrangler who lives down the
road, thinks poorly of this year's
politicians. He sees them as op-
portunistic creatures who invariably
express love for their fellow man while
hoping-to make a living at it.
Funny
Funny World
Salt Lake Clty_i Salt Lake gasoline
station is selling,1narijuana, and the
police say it's legal. .
The station has a big sign that says
"legal marijuana for sale."
Bat, there's a catch. The leaves are
encased in plastic medallions worn on
chains. (Salt Lake Trib )
Military .
Franklin D. Roosevelt, who loved
'the sea, made no secret of the fact that
his favorite branch of the service was
the Navy. At one meeting with Gen.
George C. Marshall, the Army Chief of
Staff, his partiality to the fleet was so
apparent that Marshall felt obliged to
Protest.
"Mr. President," he pleaded. "pleasf
don't refer to the Army as they and the
Navy as US."
San Francisco, Calif .—Interservice
rivalry is displayed by two billiaoards
on opposite corners here. One is for the
Army, showing a large group of
sirniling soliders. Across the street the
other billboard depicts one Marine with
the caption, -Quality, Not Quantity."
le(San Francisco, Chronicle-' -
At a dinner shortly before Nor-
mandy invasion of World War „Henry
L. Stimson, then Secretary of War,
found himself seated next to a senator
who was critical of the army's slowness
in mounting a second front. He kept
badgering the secretary as the latter
tried to eat.
"We should invade now," he insisted.
"114That are you waiting for?"
"I am waiting," replied Stimson, "for
a chance to finjah my dinner."
'I Milwa ukee Journal)
The Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray ledger S Times is
published every afternoon except Sun-
days July 4. Christmas Day New Years.
Day and Thanksgiving by Murray
Newspapers Inc 103 N 4th St Murray
Ky 42071
Second Class Postage Paid dr Murray,
Ky 42071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served
by carriers. 52 25 per from th, payable in
advance By mail in Calloway County
and to Benton Hardin. Mayfield. Sedalia
and Farmington, Ky and Paris
Buchanan and Puryear, Tents. 11500
per year By mail to other destinations,
. $30 00 per year
" Member of Associated Press. Ken-
tucky Press Association and Southern
Newspaper Publishers Association
St'
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Housing Major Force Behind
14 Per Cent Construction Gain
NEW YORK—With the total value of
construction contracts fqr 1976 ex-
pected to advance 14 per cent to $104
billion, housing at mid-year continues
to be the driving force, it was reported
by the nation's leading authority on
construction activity.
The latest update of the "1976 Dodge-
Sweet's Construction Outlook,"
released today, indicates no significant
change from the previous forecast
prepared by George A. Christie, vice
president and chief economist of the F.
W. Dodge Division of McGraw-Hill
Information Systems Company.
Housing remains the key factor behind
the recovery. In the latest report,
however, he points out that during the
past few months an unmistakable
upturn has finally taken hold in
nonresidential building, the last of the
major construction markets to recover.
10 Years Ago
Glenn McCui.ston, Kent McCuiston,
Jerry Stark, and Charles Chobel
showed champions in the Club and
Open Show of the Calloway County
Fair. They are pictured with their
winning entries.
Murray will be host to the Distaff
Colt Lea gaie Tournament with Murray
meeting Madisonville in the first game
tomorrow night.
Clete Paschall, age 77, died yester-
day at 'his home in Hazel.
Bro. Jay Lockhart will be speaker at
the gospel meeting at the Union Grove
Church of Christ July 24-31.
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Hines of Har-
dinsburg announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their
daughter, Patricia Warren, to Norman
Dyer Hale, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs.
Norman Dyer Hale of Murray.
Golf winners for ladies day at the
Calloway County Country Club were
Madelyn Lamb, Grace James, Betty
Scott, Margaret Shuffett, Marge Kipp,
and Juliet Wallisw
20 Years Ago
H. Glenn Doran, president of the
Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky., Inc., has
been reappointed to the Kentucky
Board of Education by the Governor.
Airman Second Class Joe Wilson is
serving as sports editor of the Scott
Broadcaster at Scott Air Force Base,
Illinois.
A special feature story on the plan-
ting, growing, and care of azalias,-
written by W. Penn Roberts, local
florist, is published in the Ledger &
Times.
Guest speaker at the meeting of the
Murray Rotary Club was Dr. J. E.
Neslus, associate director of
Agricultural Extension Service of the
University of Kentucky. He was in-
troduced by C. 0. Bondurant.
Dr. J. P. McBeth of Dallas, Texas,
will be the evangelist for the revival
services at the Hale/ Baptist Church
starting July 22, eccording to Rev. M.
M. Hampton, pastor.
Bible Thought
And when they had ordained
them elders in every church, and
had prayed with fasting, they com-
mended them to the Lord, on whom
they believed. Acts 14:23.
Church ordinances or rituals are
absolutely meaningless apart from
prayer and trust in the Lord.
The updated forecast is issued twice
each year by McGraw-Hill Information
Systems Company, an authority on the
construction market widely known for
its Dodge Reports on construction
activity and Sweet's Catalog Files of
building product information.
In the updated Dodge-Sweet's
forecast, Christie stressed that:
housing will account for all of this
year's gain in construction contract
value; while there will continue to be a
steady improvement in nonresidential
construction over the balance of 1976,
the total for the year will be $30.9
billion, three per cent below 1975; this
year's expected $25.6 billion in non-
building construction, which lacks the
impact of last year's trans-Alaska
pipeline "superprojeet,- will barely
hold even with the unusually high level
of 1975 contracting.
Christie says that although single-
family housing is the driving force
behind the 1976 gain, he believes this
segment is beginning to level off at an
annual rate of 1.1 million dwelling
units. He anticipates "growing strength
for apartment construction, with
production of 400,000 multi-dwelling
units for the year. With the inclusion of
$1.4 billion in contracts for
nonhousekeeping buildings such as
hotels and motels, -total residential
construction will reach $44.8 billion, a
gain of better than 40 per cent over last
year's badly depressed housing
market."
Store construction, the first of all the
major nonresidential building types to
recover, is expected to finish 1976 with a
24 per cent gain in contract value,
reaching a total of $6.7 billion.
Manufacturing building, which has
just begi its recovery, will be down 40
per cent from last year, to $4.1 billion.
Christie givea two reasons for this:
firms are still working below their
optimum rate of plant utilization; 1975
included an extraordinary surge of $4
billion in energy-related con-
struction—about half of all the year's
industrial construction.
Institutional building this year will be
virtually even with 1975's total, with a 9
per cent decline in education building
offset by a 20 per cent gain in con-
struction of hospital and health
facilities.
"As a result of a higher rate of con-
tracting for all nonresidential buildings
in the second half of this year, the 10 per
cent shortfall now evident at mid-year
will be reduced to about three per cent
by the end of 1976," said Christie.
Contracts are expected to total $30.9
billion.
In the area of nonbuilding con-
struction, 1976 contracts totaling $28.6
billion will be unchanged from last
year's level, but the mix will be dif-
ferent: more electric power plant
construction and less pipeline and high-
way construction in 1976.
The accompanying chart shows
detailed information from the updated
"1976 Dodge-Sweet's Construction
Outlook."











Nonresidential Office Buildings $ 4,036 $ 4,100 + 2
Buildinfli Stores &Other Commercial 5,353 6,650 +24
Manufacturing 6.878 4,100 —40
Total Caminarcial & Manufecturing $16,267 S 14.850 . — 9
Educational S 5.914 $ 5,400 — 9
i Hospital & Health 3.762 4.500 +20
Other Nonresidential Buildings 6.065 16.150 i+ I
Total Inededlonst & Other $15,741 S 16.050 + 2 ,
Total Nonresidential $32.008 $ 30,900 — 3
Residential 1- & 2-Family Homes $25,445 5 35,350 +39
• Bulidintis Apartments 4,710 8,050 +71
Total Housekeeping __ _ $30.155 $ 43.400 +44
Total Monhouseiteeping $ 1.115 $ 1,400 +26
.__ To tal Reekterdlal $31,270 $ 44.800 +43_
Nonbuilding Highways earidges $ 8,871 $ 7,900 —11
Construction Utilities . 7.453 9,500 +27
Sewer & Water 6,531 7,000 + 7
Other Nonbuilding Construction 5,576 4,150 —26
Total Nonbuilding 528.431 $ 28,550 — — .
Total Construction 591.709 $104,250 +14
Dodge index (1967 ,---- 100) ..., 166 189
Floor Area of Now Buildings 197S WS Per Cast
bastius(millions of square feet) Advil feameal
Ronnoldsedial Office fiullaings i . 109 110 + 1
Buildings Stores & Other Commercial 309 355 +15
Manufacturing 148 155 + 5
Total Ocalwnercial ft Manufacturing 566 620 +10 -
Educational 152 130 —14
Hospital & Health 65 75 +15
Other Nonresidential Buildings 182 185 + 2
..........
Total insitutional & Other *7-. 399 390 — 2
Total Nonresidential 965 1,010 + 5
Residential 1- & 2-Family Homes 1,180 1,540 +31
Buildings Apartments 229 375 +64
Total Housekeeping 1,409 1.915 +36
Total Nonhoueakeeping 33 40 +V
Total Residential 1,442 1.955 +36






Open Friday Night Until 8:00 p.m.
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•Hothiag to Boy *Ho Cards To Punch •All You
Do Is Register lea Time You Are In The Store
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Male Swimmers Put Americans Into Medal Lead





a medal crop that ha put the
United States on top M the
EU Olympic Games, must
yield center stage again
tonight.
Nadia will be back.
• The tankee swimmers,
Unbeaten and perhaps un-
beatable, will be seeking their
sixth and seventh gold medals
in as many events. They're
heavily favored in the BOO-
meter freestyle relay. And
they had three of the four best
times in qualifying for the 100
butterfly.
A world record, becoming
something of a routine oc-
curance, in the relay is a
distinct possibility. But the
worldwide television audience
of a billion people may have to
wait for the reruns to see it.
Nadia will be back.
And when tiny Nadia
Comaneci appears, the rest of
the Olympics all but halt,
waiting and watching with the
happy anticipation of another
perfect performance from the
ponytailed Romanian
schoolgirl who. has captured
the imagination of the world.
The 4-foot-11, 88-pound
package of pert perfection,
holder of the only three per-
fect 10 scores ever awarded M
the Olympics, goes against the
Russians in the finals of the
women's all-around individual
gymnastics.
Five gold medals will be
awarded: uneven parallel
bars, balance beam, floor
exercise, vault and all-around.
Nadia's chief opposition will
be the Russians — Ludmila
Tourischeva, who leads in
floor exerciseiand trails Nadia
by only four-tenths of a point
in the over-all; Nellie Kim,
who leads in the vault, and
. Olga Korbut, the darling of the
1972 Games.
It very well could be the
highlight of the entire
Olympics.
The highlight so far has
been the complete domination
of their sport by the American
men and the East German
women swimmers. Both are
unbeaten.
Team Handball Unknown Game
To Sports Fans In America
By JOHN V1NOCUR truth is that if you locked our
Associated Press Writer rooms up there wouldn't be
MONTREAL t AP) — another person in 220 million
There's Rico and Harry the who knows anything about it.
, Wizard, the twins Randy and When I heard they were going
Robbie, - Ezra the Israeli, to put it on television I thought
-Sparky and Dennis. Under that's great, but nobody but
normal circumstances the me can explain it."
closest they'd ever get to The Americans played
Olympic rings would be the Romania, the world chem-
. water marks from their betniions, and didn't look too
lases on the neighborhood embarrassed in losing 32-19,
bar.
They're here, though,
"ItsSembled with a dozen phone
calls in about the same time it
takes to get guys together for
a pinochle gawe. And dressed
in the U.S. team's red sweats,
bunking-dOWn the hall from
Scott May and a flight up from
Frank Shorter, they're living
out the fantasy of millions of
schoolyard hackers. They're
members of the U.S. Olympic
Team.
The reason is they play the
closet sport of the mes,
team handball, an enterprise
so anonymous in the United
States that Manager Dennis
Berkholtz says, "The real
•
taking their second straight
loss here. The sport turned out
more or less to be soccer with
a dispensation so that
everyone could use his hands.
The obscurity level of team
handball is such that when
distance runner Frank
Shorter saw Harry Winkler,
an old friend he had lost touch
with, in the Village, Shorter
asked: "Harry, what in hell
are you doing here?"
Harry explained, and
Shorter, an intelligent man,
looked vague. "Look," said
Winkler, '.'there are about 500
of us in the States. You're
more likely to run into
somebody with leprosy in Ohio
Racer Cage School To
Get 'Underway Monday
The Racer Basketball School, sponsored by Murray
State University, will begin Monday, July 26, and run
• through five consecutive days, ending on Friday, July 30.
! There will bejaPai. sessions each day. The first session
4 will be at 8 a.m. and will end at 10 a.m. with the second
session opening at 10:15 a.m. and ending at 12:15 p.m.
Session one will be limited to all boys entering the
: second and third ,grades. The second session will be
..`• limited to boys entering the fourth and fifth grades.
: This will be an entirely voluntary program and-general
fundamentals will be stressed extensively so that the
- youngsters can get started off on the right foot, by giving
• him proper instruction at an early age.
Boys will be using 8'-2-foot baskets and elementary sized
basketballs. Coaches Fred Overton, Jim Calvin and Bob
, Ward of the Murray State cage staff will be instructing
each day in the teaching of the various fundamentals to
theparticipants in the school.
L, Another highlight will be the awarding of ribbons to
:I every youngster in the school. These ribbons will be a war-
ded daily in the skill areas being taught.
Boys will furnish their own gear with cutoff jeans and a• 
tee-shirt being suitable attire for the school.
Last year, over 50 local youngsters participated in the
t program. ,
;here will be a smalifee charged to the participants.
ri For further information about the school, contact Coach







than a team handball player."
Beritholte said one of the
problems in developing the
sport, which has real
popularity in Scandinavia,
Germany and - Eastern
Europe, is that people confuse
it with the YMCA game where
you bang a little black ball off
a wall with a couple of other
overweight friends.
"I mean, who would want to
go to watch one of those things
and how could you cram 14
guys and goals into one of
those courts," says Berkholtz.
"But it's hard to change the
name. We thought of super ball
or teamball, but that's been
put aside. I admit we're a bit
of a clique and that we have
guys on the team who really
haven't touched a ball com-
petitively in a couple of
years."
Among the handballers are
a 39-year-old Hungarian-born
goalie named Sandor Riv-
nyak, Ezra ('Jerry).. Glantz, a
Californian who's a captain in
the Israeli Army reserve,
Ftahdy Dean, the starting
Northwestern quarterback,
and his twin brother Robbie,
Rico Abrahamson, Robert.
Sparks and a bunch of other
guys who Berkholtz admits
"are pretty good athletes,
really, who missed in other
sports."
-It's difficult to break into
the clique," says Berkholtz.
"It's a bit like rugby. We're
close-knit and you have to be a
partner and a beer drinker."
Stays Around
MONTREAL (A13)- — S.N.
Maghraby apparently didn't
get the word. Although Egypt
pulled out of the Olympic
games Tuesday in an Afro-
Arab boycott Maghraby
stayed around as a referee in




Connors, the number two
seed, scored a straight set
victory over Fred McNair of
Chevy Chase, Md., 7-,5, 6-1 to
advance to the second round of
the $125,000 Washington Star
International Tennis
Championship.
And the gold medals
acquired by John Hencken,-
Santa Barbera, Calif., in the
100 breaststroke and Brian
Goodell, Mission Viejo, Calif.,
in the 1,500 freestyle — both in
world record time — boosted
the United States into the
medal lead with seven gold,
six silver and three bronze
after three days of Mini-
petition.
East Germany had a medal
count of 6-4-4. Russia stood at
4-2-1. Japan, West Germany
and Bulgaria each have one
gold.
Jennifer Chandler, 17,
Lincoln, Ala., had to overcome
some biased marks from East
German judge Heinz Gold —
who heavily favored Christa
Kohler of his country — to win-
the women's three-meter
springboard.
"I didn't really notice it,"
she said, then added: "I don't
think he. meant to do that.
Sometimes , politics gets in
whether you want it to or not."
But the bias was obvious.
The crowd booed it. Toward
the latter stages of the com-
petition even the other judges
peered angrily at the East
German. He gave her the
lowest point total of the seven
judges on seven of her 10
dives. And he gave the East
German girl the highest or
next to highest mark on ;11110.
Miss Chandler won with
506.19 points to 469.41 for Miss
Kohler. Cynthia Metingvale of
Dallas won thek fiforste frith
466.83.
Don Haldeman, a 29-year-
old tool and die maker from
Souderton, Pa., gave the
Americans another gold,
scoring 190 pf 200 in skeet
shooting. He Was followed-by
Armando Silva Marques of
Portugal and Ubaldeso Baldi
of Italy.
Goodell, 17, was timed in 15
minutes, 2.40 seconds for the
punishing 1,500 freestyle,
more than four seconds faster
than his old worldmark and
an astonising 52 seconds
faster than the winning time in
the 1972 (kyrnpics. Bobby
Hackett, *other teenager
from Yonkers, N.Y., took the
silver in 15:03.91 and Steve'
Holland of Australia was.
third.
Hencken's 1:03.11 in the
breaststroke represented his
third world record in two
days. David Willcie of Great
Britain was second in 1:03.43
and Arvidas Iuozaytis of
Russia third in 1;04.23._
The U.S. forces suffered two
major disappointments,
survived a scare and got a
surprise lift from a wrestler,
Pete Le.e., a 343-pound
heavyweight on the Greco-
Roman team. - Lee, from
Muncie, Ind., pinned 1972
silver medalist Alexandr
Tomov of Bulgaria in the
opening round of competition
in what American coach
Vaughn Hitchcock called "the
upset of the Olympics, believe
me."
One disappointment came
from the eight-oared shell,
which finished third in the
repechage heat and thus was
_ eliminated — for the first time
in history — from the finals.
"There's a time in every
race," said coxswain David
Weinberg of New York, when
ou have to decide whether
•
We let it slip away. There's no
excuse. We just didn't have
it."
Shirley Babashoff, Fountain
Valley, Calif., declined to talk
with reporters after she had
failed to break the East
German's hold on women's
swinuning. Petra Thurner
won in world record time of
4:09.89. Miss Babashoff also
broke the old record at 4:10.46.
Shanon Smith of Canada was
third.
The scare, and it was a
major one, was survived by
the American basketball
team, beaten only once in
Olympic history. The
Americans trailed by seven
points to a longshot Puerto
Rican team, powered by New
York playground graduates,
before pulling out a 95-94
victory on two free throws by
Phil Ford. .
"I never had a duatft about
it," said Notre Dame's Adrian
Dantley, who scored two
critical baskets late in the
game. "We like to think our
best games are yet to come."
They may have to have a
better game tonight against a
.big, tough Yugoslavia team.
PHILCO*
Other medals today, in
addition to the swimming and
gymnastics, include three-
position small bore rifle,
lightweight weightlifting and
foil fencing.
Japan won its fifth
consecutive gold in men's
team gymnastics Tuesday
night, with Russia second and
East Germany a distant third.
In the only other medal event,
Nikolai Kolesnikov of Russia
took the gold in featherweight
weightlifting with a combined
hoist of 627 pounds. Georgi
Todorov of Bulgaria, the 1974





•Thit savings shown in cost of electricity ore compared with energy
consumption of comparable sire-and type of 3 leading brands as
listed in the January, 19 76 AHAM Directory. Rased on .45 kwh aver
the average if, of this refrigerator (15 years).
e-r-i- -rtp int:tater
8,000 BTU
Operates on 11.5-vott current.
Exhaust stale air control. 2-speed
fan with thermostat. Instant





even less with trode-in
OTASCO
with 616 pounds and Kazurna





Gold Sil Bra Tot United
States 7 6 3 16 E.Gertnany 6 4 4
14 Soviet Union 4 2 1 7 Japan 1
0 2 3 W.Germany 1 1 0 2
Bulgaria 1 1 0 2 Poland 0 2 0 2
Canada 00 2 2 Denmark 00 2
Romania 0 1 0 1 Hungary 0 1 0 1
Portugal 0 1 0 1 Belgium 0 1 0 1
Holland 0 0 1 1 Iran 0 0 1 1 Italy
001 1 Grt Britn 0 0 1 1 Austria 0




• Quick-Cold Control (or fast cooling • Adfustable
Cantilever shelves 0111 Covered Meat Keeper • Reversible
Doors • Spacious storage door shelves • Roll-out
wheels with front brakes. ions
FREE '2
US.SAV1NGSBOND
With purchase of any 2-door Rhtico COLD GUARD' Refrigerator.





Safe Prices Good At Over 600 Stores Throughout thrr South
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'Bird' Still Flies High
After Ruffling By Oliva
By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer
It was an impressive
performance by Mark
Fidrych — irnpressive to the
losing manager, to his own
teammates and even to
himself.
"I'm honestly more
impressed with his --en=
thusiasm than his pitching,"
said Minnesota Manager Gene
Mauch, who watched Fidrych
hurl the Detroit Tigers to an 8-
3 victory over the Twins.
"That kid might be the best
thing that's happened to this
game in a longtime."
The rookie pitcher, who
gave up 10 hits but was aided
by three Detroit double plays,
completed his 12th game in 13
starts as he raised his record
to 11-2.
Detroit's Rusty Staub
slammed a three-run homer







Smith's Poultry V 14
JosSaddeaDkicauot Carpet  21. 15
OWen Food Mkt V lb
Corvette Lanai 20 16
Team No. 3 15 21
Keyusedcars 15 21"
Dixie Cream Donut Shop 14 22









Owen Food MM. 7$4
Smith's Poultry 751
Corvette Canes 745
High Team Series (SC)
Smith's Poultry  1637
Don's Auto Repair  1618
Corvette Lanes 1556
High Team Series (MC)
Smith's Poultry 2195
Don's Auto Repair 2134
Owen Food Mkt. 2131





















Ethelene McCallin  151
Jeanette Winslow  151
Nancy Todd 150
Joan Herndon 147





run blast to provide the hitting
punch for the Tigers. Tony
Oliva, the Twins' designated
hitter, gave himself a 35th
birthday present by going 4-
for-4 and received a standing
ovation from the crowd of
30,425, about 22,000 more than
Minnesota's season average.
— A's 7, Indians 4
Sal Bando's run-scoring
single and Phil Garner's
bases-loaded triple snapped a
3-3 tie in the ninth and boosted
Oakland to its victory over
Cleveland.,
Brewers 6, Angels 2
Hank Aaron smashed the
755th home run of his career
and George Scott added a
fourbagger to power
Milwaukee past California.
The back-toback homers in
the seventh inning gave the
Brewers an untouchable 5-1
lead.
Orioles 10, Royals 3
Two home runs by Lee May
and single roundtrippers by
Bobby Grich and Reggie
Jackson paced Baltimore to
its rout of Kansas City. Jamie




Garland's 12th against only
one loss, was the Orioles'
eighth in their last 10 games.
Red Sox 4, Rangers 2
Reliever Jim Willoughby
came on in the ninth with the
bases loaded and none out,
giving up only a sacrifice fly,
as Boston held on to defeat
Texas.
Rick Jones, 4-0, got the
victory for the Red Sox
although he gave up 11 of the
Rangers' 14 hits in just 6 2-3
innings. But Boston belted out
12 hits of their own with Rick
Burleson and Cecil Cooper
combining for five.
Yankees 14, White Sox 9
Thurman Munson rapped
out a double and two singles,
driving in four runs, -as-the
New York Yankees rebounded
from a 7-0 first inning deficit
to crush the Chicago White
Sox in a game halted byrain in
the bottom of the eighth.
New York tied up the con-
test with seven runs in the
second inning and went ahead
to stay with four more in the
fourth. Munson singled in two
runs in the second and drive in









WASHINGTON (AP) — The
feud between baseball com-
missioner Bowie Kuhn and
Oakland A's owner Charley
Finley moved into a
congressional forum today.
Kuhn and Finley along
with owners Allan Selig of the
Milwaukee Brewers, John W.
Galbreath of the Pittsburgh
Pirates and Robert L.
Howsam of the Cincinnati
Reds — were the first wit-




Chairman B.F. Sisk, I)-
Calif., said the scope of the
investigation by the 13-
member House group will
range from league expansions
and franchise switches to
owner dealings with player
labor unions and from the tax
and antitrust status of pro
teamsto violence in hockey.
$1.5 Million Paid By Group
FoTOffspring Of Secretariat
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
"We thought it was a super
horse and we wanted to buy
him," said Toronto lawyer
Ted Burnette after he, his two
brothers and two other men
more than doubled the world
record for a horse at auction
at Keeneland Monday night.
The five member syndicate,
though Burnette dislikes the
word,- paid $1.5 million for a
yearling son of Triple Crown
winner Secretariat out of
Charming Alibi, the same
mare who produced Dahlia,
the richest racing mare in
American history.
Along with Ted Burnette, 29,
the syndicate include,-
brothers Joe Burnette, 40. and
Jack Burnette, 31, John
Suture, 42, and Dr. Harold
Potash, a dentist.
Joe Burnette is a real estate
developer and a mortgage
banker. Jack Burnette is a
real estate developer and Ted
Burnette is a lawyer. Sikura is
a business associate of the
Burnettes while Potash is a
dentist.
All of the syndicate mem-
bers are from Toronto, except
for Sikura, who is from
Gormly, Ontario, a nearby
suburb.
Ted Burnette said the
quintet came to Lexington to
buy whatever horses they
needed, eventually spending
more thaeo$2 million to get
what they wanted. •
Of the Secretariat colt, he
said, "We thought that was a
super horse and we wanted to,
buy him. We made the
decision after we saw the
colt," he said.
Last year, the same syn-
dicate members came up
short of the eventual ̀ record
bid of $715,000 for a colt by
Raise A Native-Gay Hostess.
The mare since has died, but
the Canadian syndicate, for
$230,000, picked up a Yearling
filly at this year's auction.
"We've got a few good
mares up in Toronto," Ted
Burnette said, "and some of
these fillies we bought down
here will be added to that
tand."
Burnette said the syndicate
gambled its $1.5 million with
thoughts of a Triple Crown,
but he added that future
breeding possibilities cer-
tainly added to their decision
to buy the Secretariat colt.
It's The Best Beal Going
and take home these bargains
with a five gallon purchase
DERBY'S OWN p Arm
TRIUMPH
MOTOR OIL 494
qt DERBY Outboard Liu
Limits MOTOR OIL IlUrt
Friday, Saturday and Sun*
July 23,24 and 25
DERBY
Service Station
707 South 12th Street, Murray
DERBYi








Philo 59 28 .678 —
Pitts 49 39 .557 10' 2
New York 49 45 .571 t312
St. LOWS 10 49 .449 20
Chicago 37 53 .411 a.112
Montreal 27 57 .321 30, 2
West
Cincinnati 57 35 .620 —
Los Ang 51 41 .554 6
HOUStCrel 48 AS .511 10
San Diego 46 47 .495 11 1 7
Atlanta 42 49 442 141/7
- n Fran 39 55 .415 19
Tuesday's Results
Pittsburgh 9-3, Houston 5-4
Montreal 4, Atlanta 3
New York 2, Cincinnati 1
San Diego 3, Philadelphia 0
Los Angeles 3, St. Louis 2
Chicago 3, San Francisco 2
Wednesdays Games
Sc. Louis (Denny 5-4) at Los
Angeles (Sutton 10-7)
Philadelphia (Kant 9-41) at
Diego (Freisfeben 6-6)
Chicago (Renko 3-5) at San
Francisco (Montefusco 8-8)
Houston (Andujar 6-5 and
Dierker 9-8) at Pittsburgh
(Reuss 9.5 and Demery 5-3), 2,
(t-n)
Atlanta (Ruthven 114) at
_Montreal (Fryman 8-7"), (n)
Nes—t-iYork- (Matlack 10-3) at




Atlanta at Menteeal, (n)
Chicago at St.. Louis, (n)






New York 54 32
Baltimore M 44 .500 12
Cleveland 47 44 .488 13
Detroit 41 41 482 13'7
Boston 47 44 477 14
Milwkee 36 49 424 18',
West
Kan City 56 34 622
Oakland 48 44 .577 9
Texas .46 43 .517 9' 7
Minnesota Al 48 .461 14'
Chicago 40 48 .4.55 15
California 39 55 .415 19
Tuesday's Results
Oakland 7, Cleveland 4
Baltimore 10, Kansas City 3
Milwaukee 6, California 2
New York la, Chicago 9, 8 ,r1
minus
Detroit S. Minnesota 3
Boston 4, Texas
Wednesday's Games
California (Ryan 7-11) a*
Cleveland (Waits 3 4), (1)
Oakland (Lindblad 4-2) at
New York (Hunter 111), (n)
Milwaukee (Coiborn 6-10) at
Kansas City (Fitzmorris 11-5),
(et)
Detroit (Ruhle 5.6 and
Lemanczyk 1-1) at Chicago
(GOssage 5.8 and Johnson 8 9),
7. (t-fl)
Boston (Wise 7-7) at Min
netota (Goltz 7-8-, (n)
Baltimore (May 6-7) at Texas
(Perry 9.7), (n)
Thursday's Games
Oakland at New York
California at Cleveland. (ni
Milwaukee at Kansas City,
In)
Boston at Minnetota, In)
Detroit at Chicago, In)
Baltimore at Texas. (n)
Sisk said the legal and
personal hassle between Kuhn
and Finley over the com-
missioner's nullification of the
multimillion dollar sale of
three Oakland stars — Joe
Rudi, Rothe Fingers and Vida
Blue — was to be a main focus
of attention.
Commenting on the dispute
which has been taken to the
federal courts by Finley, Sisk
has indicated sympathy with
the commissioner's case that
blocked the sale of the three
A's to the Red Sox and
Yankees.
"I think itaignalled the start
of a bidding war for free
agents," Sisk said of Finley's
transaction. "I think the
commissioner did the right
thing in nipping it in the bud."
Commissioner Pete Roselle
of the National Football
League and two owner
representatives, Joe Robbie of
the Miami Dolphins and Billy
Sullivan of the New England
Patriots, also, were called to
testify on the first day of the
hearings.
Commissioners and owners
from the National Hockey
League and the World Hockey
Association were to appear
Thursday.
The committee, created by
Congress May 18 as a result of
baseball's refusal to return
the sport to he nation's
capital, also will hold hearings
next Wednesday and Thur-
sday. Aug. 2-5 and Aug. 10.
Sisk's Committee can
recommend legislative steps
to Congress but can not ac-
:ually draft specific
measures. He indicated he-
might center on the tax apt-
antitrust exemptions neer--
enjoyed by pro sports owners.
Jones Shuts Out Phils




Phillies race Randy Jones,
they get that sinking feeling.
They also get that sinker
ball.
The way the San Diego left-
hander has been pitching
against them this year, the
Phillies do nothing but beat
the ball into the dirt — then go
back to the locker room and
beat their heads against the
wall.
Jones, the winningest pit-
cher in the major leagues,
continued to dominate one of
the best hitting teams in
baseball with a four-hit, 3-0
victory over the Phillies
Tuesday night.
That's the third straight
shutout for Jones over the





Marshall County romped to
easy wins in Little League
Tournament play at Mayfield
Tuesday night.
In the first contest, Mayfield
Western zipped past Fulton 9-3




'advanced to semifinal play by
winning 6-0 over Lyon County.
Action in the tourney will
continue Thursday at 6:30
p.m. with Muiy taking on a
strong Mayfield Eastern team
then in the 8 p.m. nightcap,
Mayfield Western battles
Marshall County.
The two Thursday night
winners meet at 7 p.m. Friday
for the title.
complishment considering the
National League East leaders
have been shut out only five
times all season.
Jones fattened his record to
17-4 by feeding the Phillies a
steady diet of sinkers. He
retired 14 Phillies on ground
balls while breezing through a
one-hour, 32-minute per-
formance.
Mets 2, Reds 1
New York's Jerry Koosman
fired a five-hitter and won his
fifth straight game by beating
Cincinnati. Koosman, 11-6, got
all the runs he needed in the
first inning when the Mets
scored twice off Gary Nolan,
8-5. Singles by Feta Milian,
John Milner and Ed
Kranepool scored one run and
Mike Vail's sacrifice fly
brought in another.
Dodgers 3, Cardlnals 2
Dave Lopes slugged his first
home run of the season_ and
Doug Rau scattered five hits
as Los Angeles edged St.
Louis.
The Dodgers scored twice
against loser Lynn
McGlothen, 8-9, in the first
inning and after the Cardinals
scored an unearned run in the
top of the second, _Lopes
homered in the bottom half of
the inning for the winning run.
Cubs 3, Giants 2
Joe Wallis broke a scoreless
tie with a two-run single off Ed
Halicki in 4 eighth inning,
triggering CRIcago past San
Francisco. Halicki, 9-12, had
pitched 25 consecutive
scoreless innings, the most in
the- National League this
season, before the eubs scored
three runs in the eighth.
Chicago's Rick Reuschel, 9-
7, had a , no-hitter through six
innings. Marty Perez broke it
up with a leadoff single in the
seventh.
- &Epee 4, Braves 3
Montreal roughed up Andy
Messersmith for nine hits,
including run-scoring singles
by Mike Jorgensen, Jerry
White and Barry Foote, and
broke a five-game losing
streak by beating Atlanta in a
game that was delayed mere
than two hours by rain.
Pirates 9-3, Astros 5-4
Manny Sanguillen's three-
run triple keyed a six-run first
inning that carried Pittsburgh
past Houston in the first game
of their doubleheader. The
Astros won the second game





A field of zu young golfers
turned out Monday evening
for the regular junior golf
competition at the Oaks
Country Club.
Those playing junior golf
included Mitzi Boggess, Buffy
Stokes, Terri Lamb, Sherri
Lamb, Amy Carman, Lanette
Hopkins, Kelly Humphreys,
Amy Ryan, Tina Shelton,
Shelby Morgan, Shelley
Caldwell, Missy Conner, Brad
Edwards, David Ryan, Todd
Swain, Justin Crouse, Jay
Watson, Monty Morton, Tripp
Nix and Kelly Steely.
In the girls' nine and under
play, Sherri Lamb and Kelly
Humphreys tied for honors as
both shot Vs. In the girls' 10-
11 play, Amy Ryan had a 22 for
first place.
Brad Edwards shot a 48 over
nine holes to win the boys' 10-
11 play while in the 12-13 play
David Ryan had a 48 for first.
Junior golf at the Oaks is
held each Monday at 5 p.m. it
is open to boys and girls 16 and
under. There is a 50 cent entry
fee with each age group
winner receiving a prize.
Anyone wanting to play
















per tire and old tires
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and old tires







52.43 FE 1. per tire
and old tires






$2.60 F.E.T. per tire
and old tires
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and old tires
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GoodyeaKeeps to fit your needa. if your dealer or store does not have your size,they will provide you with a Rain Check assuring future delivery-
Ibu Rolling! - at the advertised price.
0,0-Pm" 8 Ways to Buy.
• Our Own Customer Credit Plan
G 00D _.,; yEA N • Cash • Goodyear Revolving Charge
• Master Charge • BankAmericard
• American Express Money Card
• Carte Blanche • Diners Club










• Helps ensure long
wearing parts & smooth.
quiet performance
• Please phone for
appointment
• Includes light trucks





frwt disc brake pads
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systems, adjust
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Store Hours: 7:30 A.M. until 6:00 P.M. Daily - Open Friday until 8:00 p.m.
721 S. 12th St. 315 W. BroadWay— - 600 Jefferson 100S. Stateline
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will present her senior
piano recital on the cam-
pus Sunday afternoon,
August 1.
Scheduled at 3:30 p.m.
in the Farrell Recital Hall
of the Price Doyle fine
Arts Center, the program
will include selections by




daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
John Sauer of 2525
Needles Court in Owen-
sboro, is a member of
Alpha Sigma Alpha,




Sigma Alpha Iota, and
received the Sigma Alpha
Iota Leadership Award for
1976. She has participated
in the A Cappella Choir,
Campus Lights, the Opera
Workshop, and was a
1973 ,Miss Murray State
University finalist.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake,? a.m. 357.5,
down 0.2.
Below dam 303.9, up 0.5.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 357.5,
down 0.3.
Below dam 307.3, down 0.7.
Sunset 8:13, Sunrise 5:53.
Moon sets 2:45, rises
Wednesday 1:11 a.m.
U.S. REPLIES
The Justice Department on
Oct. 11, 1973, termed
"frivolous" charges by Vice
President Agnew that it en-
gaged in campaign news
leaks against lain.
LIVERMORE, Calif. (AP)
— Authoritiesrsay the "prime
area of investigation" in their
search for three men who
kidnaped 26 school children
and their bus driver is the rock
quarry where the victims
were imprisoned in a buried
trailer.
"1 can't predict when-there
will be an arrest," Alameda
County Sheriff's LA. Ed Volpe
said late Tuesday night. "I'm
just optimistic."
Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS 3 Suffix like
4 Tells1 Comely




13 Greek letter ,Psrent-14 Collection of '
15,Pt UPI: s 
souation
Teacher As-
1 7 Article I abbr








16 Beautifuli*tn il  21Weecn
27 P'"°311'—' 22 Artificial
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Investigation Continues Into Kidnaping Of School -Children
He declined to elaborate,
except to say a turning point
was reached between noon
and 4:30 p.m. Tuesday.
Volpe said progress is being
made in the case, but nothing
of the nature that would lead
to an imminent arrest.
Meanwhile, officials in the
town of Madera, about 20
miles south of Chowchilla,
said police are following some
summer school buses and
reserve officers are riding on
others as a precaution taken
after the mass kidnaping.
"The primary purpose is to
gain the confidence of parents
and of children, but the at-
tendance drolapect off
drastically right after this
While remaining hopeful,
Volpe downgraded an earlier
statement by a sheriff's
department source that the
investigators were only "a few
phone.galls away" from bej4g
able to apprehend suspec.
Madera County Acting Dist.
Atty. Charles Hoffman, who
met Tuesday with Alameda
Dist. Atty. Lowell Jensen, said
the investigation had reached
a turning point.
"The preliminary. In-
vestigation is concluded at
this point, focusing in on
certain aspects where if the
sheriff's department
discussed the facts, it might
prejudice a trial situation,"
Hoffman said.
happened," said Fred Nilsen,
business manager of the
Madera Unified School
District. '*1 really don't expect
anything to happen, but kooks
get ahold of these kinds of
things and think, do that,
Alameda County officers
concentrating on the rock
quarry here where the
children and the bus driver
were entombed for 18 hours
after being kidnaped Thur-
sday in the Madera County
town of Chowchilla, about 95
miles to the south, attempted
to determine if anyone con-
nected with the quarry was
involved in the crime.
The moving van trailer
which was transformed into a
makeshift underground prison
was unearthed Tuesday. The
27 kidnap victims had clawed
and pried their way out of the
moving van and were unhurt.
Investigators reported the
imoving van was purchased
last Nov. 20 from Palo Alto
Transfer and Storage Co.
The Fresno Bee reported
Tuesday that the person who
bought the van has a close
connection to the quarry.
The newspaper quoted a
source who said as many as
eight persons may be involved
in the abduction.
Authorities searched in the
Santa Cruz Mountains on
Tuesday after learning the
three masked and armed
kidnapers had been there both
before and after the ab-
duction.
Ma Quiet Company preeente
Montreal 1976
Summer piy rttpics
..athAt Lit 6.4.1.4.4666 666.
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good as it works
18 oz. Bottle
Sale 894















for active people on the
job, on the go.
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NO, I HIT HIM.
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THAT 4 NO DEAL,
HIGHNESS. LETS GO!
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Tougher Emission Controls
Planned By Federal Officials
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
government admits its efforts
to monitor new car emissions
have failed and plans to begin
pulling cars from the factory




control plan will debut this




At present, EPA runs 50,000-
mile compliance checks on
samples of each auto model
before it is allowed to go into
production. -
Until now, the EPA has
certified entire model lines of
new cars after running 50,000-
mile compliance tests on a
small number of samples, but
the agency says that has not
guaranteed that the thousands
of cars rolling off the
assembly lines actually
perform as well as the sam-
ples.
The results of EPA on-the-
street tests released in March
showed 67 per cent of cars in
use failed to comply with the
law by emitting too much
hydrocarbons, carbon
monoxide or oxides of
nitrogen.
'The auto manufacturers'
own data indicate that more
than half a million 1976 model
cars did not satisfy the federal
emission requirements when





— State Police and federal
agents have seized slot
machines and alcoholic
beverages in simultaneous
raids at nine private clubs in
Russellville and Franklin.
Officers said the Tuesday
raids netted 34 slot machines
and related devices, 750 to 800
cans of beer and other
beverages.
Charges of possessing
alcholic beverages in dry
territory were filed but no
charges were placed in the
confiscation of the gambling
devices. Officers said that
case will be referred directly
to a grand jury.
Pharmaceutical
-Association Meets
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (Al') —
The Kentucky Phar-
maceutical Association is
holding a three-day annual
meeting this week here.
Highlighting the event will
be the installation of R. David
Cobb of Lexington as the
organization's new president.




pharmacists along with four
business sessions.
Covington pharmacist
Joseph L. Scanlon was today
named "Pharmacist of the
Year" by the association.
National Guard Now
Accepting Applications
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky National Guard
has begun accepting ap-
plications for educational
' tuition assistance and will
grant eligible applicants as
much as half of tuition ex-
penses at state-supported
• institutions.'
A Military Affairs Depar-
tment spokesman said
Monday the Educational
Encouragement Fund set up
by the 1976 Kentucky General
Assembly would enable many
guardsmen to further their
education.




The great Chicago fire
broke out Oct. 8, 1871, result-
ing in $196 million in damage.
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Train. "EPA data on 1975
vehicles in actual use suggest
even higher noncompliance.
"Testing cars at the
assembly line to check their
emissions control per-
formance will help ensure that
cars are being built the way
they were designed, and
provide a measure of
assurance that cars on the
road will meet federal air
pollution standards."
EPA said it would select a
specified number of vehicles
— cars or ligdutrtrucks —
at random from the assembly
line of each model, to test its
emission of pollution against
federal clean air standards.
If 40 per cent of the cars
tested in any model line fail
the test, the agency said, the
entire model line may be
barred from the market until
the problem is corrected and
the manufacturer is making
vehicles that comply with the
standards.
The EPA had earlier
proposed suspending cer-
tification for any, model with
just a 10 per cent failure rate.
BANKAMERICARI
PASADENA, Calif. (Al') —
The Viking 1 robot probe of
Mars has detected, nitrogen
and argon gases in - the at-
mosphere of the Red Planet in
sufficient abundance to make
scientists more optinlistic that
life could flourish there, the
project's directors said today.
While not providing any
evidence of lifeopast or future,
the discovery by the probe as
it descended toward
Tuesday's historic Mars
landing suggest that Mars had
a denser, more life-nurturing
environment in the past.
Together with Viking's
findings from orbit that water
once flowed in rivers on the
planet, the discovery of
nitrogen means that all the
essential factors for life could
have been present at some
time, Project Scientist Dr.
Gerald Soff en said at a news
briefing early today.
"The 'stewpot' was there to
do the kind of organic
chemistry required for
biogenesis (synthesis of living
organisms $" said Soff en.
"Whether it took place or not
we don't know."
The presence of argon, an
gas also found in the
Nitrogen, Argon Detectedln Mars AtmospheregByfliiking 1 
of two
earth's atmosphere, is given about 3 per cent nitrogen.
off bY the radioactive decay of After arriving on the planet,
elements in the planet's crust. the 'ander began streaming
The fact that Mars has a spectacular pictures 213
relatively large abundance million miles back to earth of
now, said Dr. Michael a rockstrewn landscape,
McElroy of Harvard looking much Like the Arizona
University, indicates the desert. with craters and dunes
atmosphere at one time was
much denser. _
From the abundance of
argon, it can be deduced that
nitrogen Must have been
present early in the planet's
histn7, he told a news CQD-
ference.
"I see no reason to exclude,
from everything we know, the
possibility of the evolution of
life," McElroy said.
The important question, he
said, is whether water existed
in a liquid form on the planet
long enough for the random
combinations of prelife
ingredients to come together
and begin to evolve into self-
reproducing forms.
The measurements were
made by instruments aboard
the Viking lander as it soared
through the atmosphere en
route to its touchdown, the
first successful soft landing on
Mars in history. The amounts
reported by scientists were
about 1.5 per cent argon and
Readings of weather on the unmanned American
planet, monitoring for
marsquakes and the first color
picture of Viking's new home
were to be received today in a
burst of transmissions from
the robot probe.
Prices. • • (Continued from Page 1)
In an interview Tuesday, John
Kendrick, the Commerce Department's
chief economist, said: "It doesn't look
as if there wilLan acceleration in price
inflation at least for the next several
months, because of the favorable farm
and fodd prospects:
For the Month of June, the Consumer
Price Index stood at 170.1. That means
that the same variety of goods and
services that cost $100 in 1967 cost
$170.10 in June.
The five-tenths of a per cent increase
in the index last month was adjusted to
account for normal seasonal influences.
The slowdown in the increase of
grocery prices reflected declines in the
cost of beef and pork as well as fruit and
vegetables, Prices for other foods,
including eggs, coffee, bakery
products, poultry and dairy goods in-
creased.
A sampling of prices showed that beef
spacecrafts scheduled for
Mars landings this summer,
blasted off on its historic
mission 11 months ago.
In eight days, a telescopic
arm is to reach out and grab a
declined four-tenths of a per cent
following a jump of 3.9 per cent in May.
Pork declined 1.5 per cent. Coffee
prices jumped 4.9 per cent, while
poultry climbed 3.5 per cent.
The Agriculture Department
reported earlier that beef prices have
come down since rising sharply during
the spring months. And an AssOciated
Press marketbasket survey found that
supermarket prices were up in June,
but at alower rate than in May.
The Ford administration, in a revised
economic forecast issued last week,
predicted that consumer prices would
rise only 5 per cent this year, compared
with an initial estimate of 5.9 per cent.
The price rise in 1975 was 7 per cent.
The six-tenths of 1 per cent increase
in consumer prices during May was the
sharpest rise in six months. Food was
the major factor, but higher prices for
clawful of Martian soil to be
deposited aboard the 1,300-
pound lender for three life-
detecting experiments.
If any tiny organisms are
living in the soil, the ex-
periments are believed
capable of finding them.
gasoline, fuel oil, housing and
automobiles also were to blame.
Today's price report follows
Tuesday's announcement from the
Commerce Department that the growth
rate for the economy was cut in half
during the spring quarter. However,
the administration predicted the rate
should pick up soon.
The Gross National Product, the
volume of total economic output, rose
at an annual rate of 4.4 per cent for
April through June, compared with a
9.2 per cent growth rate in the first
quarter.
White House Press Secretary Ron
Nessen said the figures illustrated a
ragged but still steady recovery from
recession.
Economist Kendrick forecast growth
in the GNP at a rate between Sand 6 per
cent over the remainder of the year.




We're your local independent hardware merchant
with national chain buying power. We buy for less,




Rugged plastic case has thick insula-
tion to keep food cold for hours.
Roomy 13X18Y." cooler, matching




Four functions plus per-
cent key. Automatic con-
stant, floating decimal.






Protects edges as you paint.
ks" X 60 yd. C1221
SUMMER '76
I
Kills flying insects on con- Kills and rep
to cracks. 
els. Reaches In
tbct. 11 or. aerosol. 72 11 oz.. 76
PA 0
TABLE
Genuine redwood top ta-
ble is 15 X 15%,". Tubular






Starts charcoal and wood
fires. No flareups quart.





With Co u pen
88t
limit:




Shucks! Tha('s what it does to English peas. held peas,
edible soy beans. lima beans, etc. Adjustable rollers are
Powered by your hand mixer or drill 1800 RPM) Easy
to clean dishwasher sate And all you have to shell -out
is a few "beans-) MFS 711
Outdoor
Lamp Holder 249
Mount on 3" or 4" outlet
box; or in ground. Cast











lens. Batts. not incl. 3251D
















• 3 heat levels and Z air speeds
for fast drying and styling











Flip the dial to set desired
wat.2ring pattern. Waters
2,200 sq. ft. Permanently
waled motor. SU4220
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Krey ,
SUPER MARKET
512 So. 12th Murray, Ky.













  Doz. in Bag 594
Red
POTATOES 10 lb. 994
Yellow
ONIONS 31b. Bag 394
BAN




NOT ALL CHICKENS ARE USDA GRADE A - - - THE SHIELD IS YOUR PROOF
Lb.
Posh Puffs









COCKTAIL 17 oz 394
Van Camp Grated
TUNA  61/2 oz. 43"
Distilled
VINEGAR  Gallon 894
Porkay
MARGARINE Jib. 394
Sweet Sue - 24 oz.







Limit 1 Coupon Per Person
Expires 7-27-76
•




















BEANS 16 oz. 4/$1
Van Camp Beanee
WEENEES 8 oz.3/$1
Van Camp- 16 oz.
PORK & BEANS .3/794
Godchaux














CRACKERS 16 oz. 794
* FROZEN FOODS*
Everfresh
DONUTS 14 oz. 794
Rich's Bread
DOUGH 2-1 lb. Loaves 494
Banquet-Chicken-Turkey-Beef
DINNERS 110E2/994
Chef Pierre- 14 oz.
DESSERT CUP 89'
Strawberry Shortcake Devils Food
Chocolate Cream Apple Crunch
Johnson: Coupon R15
Maxwell House
COFFEE • 1 lb- B°9 $179
with coupon
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KPA To Continue Fight For Release Of Teacher Salaries
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Despite a negative opinion
from the attorney general's
office, the Kentucky Press
Association will continue to
push for inclusion of public
schoolteachers' names in
salary statements by local
school boards.
"It's one more phase of our
fight for the people's right to
know," said Messe Shaffer,
the KPA's executive director.
The attorney general's
opinion released Tuesday said
that salaries of individual
teachers need no longer be
listed in financial statements.
It said a 1976 legislative
amendments provides for
showing the amount of
salaries in a lump sum only.




written Asst. Atty. Gen.
Charles Runyan asking him to
review the opinion.
"Our contention is that the
new law says you still have to
report to whom the money is
paid and all we're trying to do
is get the school boards to do
that," he said.
Educational spokesmen
have opposed the individual
salaries requirement for
years, contending it is
demeaning to reveal what
each teacher is paid because
the salaries are so low.
Critics have cited the need
for the public to know if there
is favortism in teacher pay.
The attorney general's
-'opinion was sent to Shaffer,
who asked for it after learning
the state Board of Education
was advising local school
officials they do not have to
BEIRUT, Lebanon ) —
The Christians promised to
suspend their 29-day-old at-
tack on the Tal Zaatar refugee
camp today to allow the Red
Cross to evacuate wounded.
The temporary cease-fire
at the Palestinian camp in
southeast Beirut was
arranged at a meeting
Tuesday between the chief of
security for Yasir Arafat's
Palestine Liberation
Organization, Abu Hassan,




Africa (AP) — A black man
was killed and more than 20
blacks, whites and Indians
were injured Tuesday night in
a racial outbreak in the
Witbank area, police reported.
They said a mob of about 3,000
young blacks attacked whites,
Indians and persons of mixed
race in the town 70 miles
northeast of Johannesburg.
Roving bands of blacks at-
tacked cars on the Witbank-
Pretoria highway. Police
'reinforcements were sent
from Pretoria, and army and
police reservists were ordered
on standby alert in the area.
Restaurant Group
To Meet On Monday
The Western Kentucky
Chapter of the Kentucky
Restaurant Association will
hold a dinner meeting on
Monday, July 26, 1976 at The
Brass Lantern, Hwy. 68,
Aurora.
WWI hour will begin at 6:30
p.m, with dinner at 7:00 p.m.
The price will be ;7 per person
plus tax and tip. Wives are
cordially invited to attend.
Newly elected Kentucky
Restaurant Association
President Wayne Weber of the
Mike Fink Restaurant in
Covington will be the featured
speaker for the evening.
Purchase Area
Hag Market
Vederal State Market News Service July
21.1976
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts. Act. 399 Est 400 Barrows &
Gilts steady-firm Men steady
VS 1-2300-221014s PR 25-4679
US 1-3 200-240 Ilia 145 79-4625
US 2-4 240-X0 lbs 94530.4379
US 3-4 260-380 lbs $44 00-4500
Sows
U.S I -2 270-350 I tys 137.08-37.50
US 1-3 300-450 lba $370047.50
US 1-3 450450 Ms 837 50-38 00 few 38 50




born Oct. II, 1884.
GERMANS MOVE
• German troops occupied
Rumania on Oct. 7. 1940
list names of employes on
financial statements.
Runyan said the 1976
amendment excepts in-
dividual disbursements and
the legislature intended that to
be so..,
He acknowledged that the
practice "strangely enough,
appears to be at variance with
the general principle" ap-
plying to other public workers
such as in cities and counties.
"However, the courts are
inclined to not disturb the
legislature in the general area
of policy determination," he
said.
"We must bear in mind that
the General Assembly, in the
absence of constitutional
limitations, has virtually
unlimited authority in the
general field of legislation."
Runyan said the law does
require a local school board to
"have accesigble a factual
list of individual salaries for
public scrutiny."
He said this information
must be mailed to a
newspaper in the area which
then may publish the data as a
news Item rather than ad-
vertisement.
Shaffer said his association
is pushing for an in-
terpretation that, if the lump
sum method is used, at least
-the names of all teachers
receiving the salaries should
be listed.
"If you don't list who gets
the money, then there's all
sorts of chances to play fast
and loose with relatives on the
payroll and that sort of thing,"
he said.
Most ARIETK-arls atioUt
80%) believe- that our
economic system—w0 •
tridenduel freedom —I,
best in the world. yet
changes are needed I
help give you a clearer
picture ot our system on
which to bdse deceit...!
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Stock Finish Gallon Can

















Soothing, cooling medicated foot























It holds your hair but no
one knows it's there.
Choice of Regular - Ex-
tra Hold - Unscented -
Ultimate.
13 oz.
Cotton - Rayon -
Sponge - etc.
Wet 8. Dust Mops
Heavy Duty Brooms
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Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
St. Closed Mondays,
• Open Tuesday-Friday,




Are yea spoodiag tee mod
ea year Iseir emeecesserily?
Try Those Prices:
A Shampoo & Set $3.00
Haircut $2.00
Haircut & Blown Dry $3.00
Uniperm $12.00











!ME WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS
6. Help Wanted
BABYSITTER FULL
time, 5 days weekly to
care for 2 year old child
in my home. Must have
own transportation and
able to do light
housework. References






Mike help) 60S N. 16th
Street at S Points.
753-9784






geertotaell ISM Garbs, Ras-
ben Type Reasemable rates-
prawn this ad sad receive
10% emoted . cal 711-
,744 hay, eseteepd
Beverly Stickler.





Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 753-1272.
NOTICE
Acmeasornately 12.000 so. ft
of rental owe available at
2nd and Poplar Streets.
Western Dark Tobacco
Packing Corp , Murray,
Ky.. Phone 7$1,3342.
3. Card Of Thanks
WE WISH to thank
everyone for the many
acts of kindness shown
us during the loss of our
Mother and Grand-
mother, Edna Farris.
For the flowers, cards,
food, visits and
especially for your
prayers we will remain
eternally grateful. Also,
to Dr. Bill Jackson and
the nurses from Com-
munity Hospital, a




Bro. Harry Nall for their
comforting words, to the
Gospel Lites quartet
who provided the
beautiful music and to
the J. H. Churchill
Funeral home and
Murray Memorial
Gardens for their sin-
cere help in our time of
need. May God bless
each and everyone of
you is our prayer.
[he family of Edna L.
Parris
WE WISH to express our
beep appreciation and
thanks for the many acts
of kindness and sym-
pathy extended to us













Hazel and Highway 121
on Old Murray-Paris
Rd. $25.00 reward.
Contact 492-8121 or 492-
tielri Wanted
SOMEONE TO SELL OR
BUY Watkins Products.




couple who could work a
total of 40 hours per
week. Secure ap-










Drive In Theatre. Prefer
retired person 7 days
per week about 20 hours.









job training for our





7 30 to 5 00
6 Help Wanted
BABYSITTER in my



















person at Owens Food
Market, 1407 W. Main.









and an interview contact
Don Denison at 901-642-
9161.
JOIN ONE OF THE
fastest growing in-
dustries. If you are over
21, married and can sell,
call us. Our people are
making over $300 per
week. Call Padcuah, 443-
4595.
EXPERIENCED BABY
SITTER in my home.
Starting August 30th,
Monday thru Friday.
Call 753-5492 after 3 p.
m.
MGR. TRAINEE, ex-
perience helpful, but not
necessary, apply in
person at Friendly























And many other exciting
and interesting places.
If you qualify, you'll be
guaranteed where you





















13.For 'Sale Or Trade
6 Month old miniature
white male poodle, call
753-5169
14 Want To Bus
COINS - American or





ever. Write Box 199, 'St.
Charles, Kentucky
42453. Give location. Will
call. - -
15 Aiticles For Sale
WIGGINS FURNITURE,
21/2 miles North of
Murray on 641 has
Armstrong vinyl
cushion floor in 9 and 12
ft. widths - 16 patterns to























" SPREAD with matching
curtains and chandelier.
Call 753-7827.
WANT TO BUY trailer
for 14' flat bottom boat.
Call 753-0362 or 753-7648.








Hector hates hard work
so he cleans the rugs
with Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer.




sofa and chair, gold area
rug. All like new. Call
753-0788.
WALNUT CHINA
cabinet, baby bed with
mattress. Barcalounger
recliner chair, electric




roto tiller. One 20" lawn ,




toys, men and you
clothes, nigh cnair.
afternoon, 767-4793.
SEARS 10" radial arm
saw. $145. Mini bike, $95.
Metal clad pre-hung
front door, $95. Call 753•
9206 after 6p. m.
ICE MAKER. 450 lb. per
day, 550 lb. storage.
$1250. Call 753-1930 or
753-7205
MAKE BEATEN down
carpet nap at doorways
bright and fluffy again









and Service, 500 Maple



















controls. $200 22 Caliber
Smith and Wesson, 3165.
Rifle .243 caliber $110.
Telescope, $40. Call 753-
7827.
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan Lonardo
Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee. Also The




like new. Balance due.
Take up payment on

















TWO ROW CORN head.
45 John Deere combine.
$650. Call 753-8997.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence







and disc. 1954 Chevrolet









11 FT. ASTROGLAS bass
boat. 115 H. P. Mercury.
1972 model boat and
motor. Fully equipped.
$2,900. Call 489-2149.
15' RUNABOUT with 35
h.p. engine. Brand new
trailer used once. $550
Call 753-6476 or can be
seen at 509 South 8th.
A MAN'S ZS" ten speed
red racing bike. Good
condition. Call 753-8764.
ONE 2$" tea speed bike.
One 30" single speed
bike. One deluxe weight
lifting bench. One all
weather fiberglass
basketball, backboard
and goal. Call 753-4586 or
753-3674.
SL 7$ HONDA FOR sale
Sears 5 h.p. outboard
motor Realistic Super
maximum base CB
antenna and coax. Call
753-2558.
14' RUNABOUT with 40
h.p. Mercury motor and
trailer $300. 1965 Mer-
























peted and gas. Located
at Riviera Ct. Very
reasonably priced. Call
753-6983.
12 x 70 TWO bedroom
mobile home, gas heat.
Underpinned, eight
tiedowns, air con-
ditioned, will sell fur-
nished or unfurnished.




12 x 70 1974 Atlantic, 3
bedroom, 11/2 bath,




safety straps, and un-
derpinned. Set up 236
Riviera Ct. Call 753-7568
for appointment.
10 i 41 MOBILE home.
Clean. Call 753-1873.




central air and heat. On
100 x 198 lot. $9900. Call
436-5839.
1874 ATLANTIC 12 x 65.
Fully carpeted, 2 large
patios, 2 air con






1962 10 x 1111 bilobi3e home.
Good condition. Call 474-
8843.
12 x 65 TRAILER, 2
bedroom, air con-
ditioned. $4,200. Call 435-
4588, if no answer call
753-9808.
-1172 12 z IS 2 Bedroom
furnished, washer,
dryer, dishwasher, at





made any siz for antique
beds or campers. Buy
direct and save on all
mattresses, Helthopedic
or foam. WEST KY.
MATTRESS, 1136 South
3rd, Paducah, Phone 1-
443-7323.
6 HP RIDING lawn
mower, good condition.
Call 753-8382.
71" TEN SPEED bike.
Western Flyer. Dining
chairs and chest of
drawers, some clothes.
Call 75 3-81 29, 8-12









FOR SALE FOUR burial
plots in Christus Gar-
dens at Murray
Memorial Gardens. Sell
for $750. Call collect
(61514464702.
)6 TV Rad,
19 INCH PHILCO color
iv 3125.00. Call 753-9757
before 4 p. m. or all day
Thursday and Saturday.
TAKE "UP $15 monthly
Payment on 35" color
con-sole TV. One black
and white for $5.00 a
month Call 753-7575.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.
28 Heating 8 Cooling
TWO 5060 BTU, one 6000




2 BEDROOM, 1 or 2
adults, electric heat and
air, water furnished.
$70.00 per month. Call
753-5405 after 5 p. m.
TWO BEDROOM trailer.
$60 month. Call 474-8805.
NICE TWO BEDROOM
mobile home, small
court, one or 2 people.
$70. Call 7534216 after 5
p.m.




11/2 miles East of
Murray. Available 18 th
of July. Call 767-4055.
29. Mobile Home Refitak
TWO BEDROOM trailer
on private lot. $50
deposit, $75 per month.
Call 753-7304.
31. Want To Rent
LOOKING FOR FUR-
NISHED 2 bedroom
house with backyard for
married couple., and
large dog. Call 767-2753.
HOUSE OR FARM IN
Dexter,area. Family of 5
with references. Will do
repair and upkeep. Call
753-5184. -










Call 753-7850 or 753-8681.
For Rent
Nice furnished apart-
ments for 2-3-4 or 5
college girls or boys.
Call 753-5645 or 73 3-
510$ after 6 p. m.
Large apartment for 8
girls. Each has pAvate
bedroom and living
room. For information
Call: 753-5165 or 753-
5108 after 6p.m.
r 




at 1414 VineiSt.,_ ,
FURNISHED APART-










required. Call after 5 p.
m. 753-7457.
FURNISHED APART-




34 Houses For Rent
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE
WITH bath. Gas heat,






only. Call 753-5281 after 6
p.m.










puppies. Call 753-6412 or
7530957 after 4 p.m.
SEVEN MINIATURE
type Poodles for sale.






*HOSPITAL SUPPUES FOR RENT AND SALE




AKC, PUG puppies, male










We want to express our ap-
preciation to the friends, neigh-
bors and relatives for the cards,
visits, flowers, food, prayers, and
every act cif kindness shown
during the time of our sorrow.




Poodles for sale. One
white, one apricot. Also
Peek-A-Poo, one white,








puppies, black, 9 weeks
old. Call 435-4481.
DOBERMAN PINSCHER
pups, all healthy, ready
to go. Excellent watch
dog. $75.00 each. Call
Paris 642-7118 after 5,
642-9850.
TWO YEAR OLD male
St. Bernard, also very
small gentle pony. Call
436-5467.
40 Prodsice
SWEET CORN for tale.
Eight cents per ear. Will
deliver • Murray. Call
435-4385.
U-PICK TOMATOES now
ready, 10 cents per
pawl. Also now booking
order fro freezing corn,
both sweet and open
polinated white field
corn. Tom Herndon,
Route 5, Box 396. call





boys clothes, toys, rugs,
etc.
FIVE PARTY RUM-
MAGE sale, all types of




Saturday, 23 and 24.
YARD SALE - Ledbetter








1605 Catalina Dr. Friday
and Saturday 8-5.
GARAGE SALE Friday 8









Sale, Thursday, July 22,
and Friday July 23, 8-4.









YARD SALE; Five party,:





South on 641, follow
signs.
YARD SALE in Stella,
first trailer on left after
you pass trailer court. 10
a. m. Thursday.








on this quality home in
Gatesborough. Home is
well built and has many..
fine features including, 3
bedrooms, 2 baths, ,
living room, kitchen





area, wired for stereo
throughout house,




areas. This is an op-
portunity to get an








19/4 MOBILE HOME IN
Roberts Estates with 3
bedrooms, central-
electric heat and air;
wall to wall carpeting;,,
range and refrigerator:.
Just like new. Nice:
wooded lot is 100 x 200;
Call 753-8080 or come bf
105 N. 12th, BOYD:
MAJORS REAL"*,
ESTATE.
SOLD TWO MORE farms:
last week. Choice farm
featured this week is
located Southwest of'
Murray. Good
producing farm. good :
fencing, with older
frame house, tobacco




cent of farm in good
tendable acreage. This
farm offers a good
return on investment
and including all im-
provements is an ex,
cellent buy at only $550
per acre. Contact
KOPPERUD REALTY
753-1222 for all your Real
Estate needs.
NINE ACRES located
within two and a half
miles of Murray on the
Old Salem Had.' Foui
bedroom brick home





steam beat. this is it
quality built home. Five
acres are fenced for
cattle or horses. Fruit




Street, Murray, Ky., 753;
0101 or 753-7531.
For Sale By Owner
3 Bedroom brick with built-ins, 2 full baths, wall-
to-wall carpeting with large covered patio and
outbuilding. Central gas heat and air con
ditioning. Freshly painted and ready to move in.
Priced in low 30's
Call °avid Rig - 753-8355
SECRET BIDS
for the upkeep of Ivy Cemetery will be
takep Saturday morning, July 24 at 10







































































































3 Iledressm, wills 12 x 29
Ares neat. 11 IS Doe &
biking nob. rt•ty, cor.




Me I bedresse brick income
property win 4 inns
WOW ea Nommiltee wiser,









Across from Post Office.
45. Farms For Sal
Mr ACRE FARM. Four
room house. One mile
We of Dexter. Call
Jolmny. McLeod, Ben-
ton, 5274689 after 4 p. m.
HILL ADAhtS FARM -48
acres. 45 tendable. On
Backusburg-Coldwater
Rd. Call 489-2126.
4b Homes For Sale
THREE,BEDROOM
house on large lot
located near Penny
Community, )ust off
Airport Rd. Call 753-
5087.
46. Homcs Fa Sale
FIVE ROOM BRICK




acres, 8 miles from
Murray. Call 436-5479.
BY OWNER 3 bedroom, 2




of Highway East 94 and
280. 3 Bedroom brick,
large den with fireplace,
living room, dining
room, kitchen, utility,
and 1% baths. Central
heat and air. Carpeting
throughout. Good
location. Phone 753-7857.
BY OWNER, 3 bedroom
home, garage attached,
apple trees, 2 small
outbuildings, garden
spot, 2 miles South of Bel
Air Shopping Center on
641. Call 753-0154.
BY OWNER -3 bedroom
brick, central heat and





HOUSE AND 5. acres
land. House is half rock
and half brick. With 401 _
60 concrete block body
shop. On Highway 641






This week dinner bell, wash kettle, tools, bookcase,
trunks, wrought iron seat makes bed, wagon seat,
old beds, rockers, straight chars, nice corner
cabinet, dinette suitw living room suite, new coffee
and end table, small maple drop leaf table, recliner,
glass, dishes, and lots more.
Shorty McBride No. 247 Auctioneer
46. Hoi7/t) Fu, Site
BY OWNER - Extra nice





bedroom, 2 bath home
near high school. Call •
753-7853.
FOUR BEDROOM Mine
home 2.1/2 baths, on 3





your leader ui sales for
1976 needs your listmgs.




1973 5011 YAMAHA, new
engine, best offer, good
condition. Call 753-8911.
1974 XL 354 HONDA, new
tire and chain. $505
Must sell Call 753-8046.
1973 HONDA 358. 753-7980,
good condition.
1975 HONDA INF Super
Sport 3200 miles. Call
7534445 after 5.
HONDA 354 CB asking
$550. Call 489-2732.
1/72 YAMAHA 350 with
wind breaker and Sissy
bars. A-1 condition. Call
435-4294 after 5 p. m.
1975 HONDA CB 550.
Excellent condition. 1400
miles. Phone 753-3143
after 5 p. m.
BRAND NEW Chaparral
100 CC trail bikes, $375.








-- --1004 -CH EVIt0L-E-T-
$386.00 up. Floored and ready to use. Mobile pickup body has new
Home Ad-Ons, Patios, Carports and Portable Of- tire& needs motor. $50.
fices. Buy the Best for Less. CUSTOM-BUILT Call 753-3921 or 753-1775.
PORTABLE BUILDINGS 753-0984.
YES! It's a Sony
kV-1203
• 12-screen measured diagonally
• Trinitron Color System (one gun/one (ens)
• 100% sol id state
• One-button Automatic Fine Tuning, Color & Hue
• 70 detent UHF channel selection
• No set up adjustment
• Walnut grain wood cabinet
• Earphone included for persona/ viewing
$390
"We Service What We Sell"
TV Service Center
Central Shopping Center
FOUR CRAGER ma g
wheels. See at Hicks
Body Shop, 8 a. m. to 5 p.
m.
49 Used Cars & Jrcb
Another View
7.2 i
"LOOK ON THE E3RvGt-r1 s)us, mAC.13VRE
NOT MAYOR OF A 131& CITY."
49. U ^d Cars g Trucks
1961 GALAXIE 500, 4
door, stereo, 8 tkackfAM-
FM radio. Good con-
dition. $500. Call 753-4120
after 4:00 p. m.
1971 CUTLASS Supreme,
power and air. Call 753-
9951.
1974 CORVETTE, $8700.
2000 actual miles. Call
753-2379.
1975 CHEVROLET
Impala, 1972 Vega G.T.,
1970 Ford Maverick.
Call 436-5437 or 436-5366.
1968 CAMARO, 326, 300
HP newly rebuilt, 4
speed, new shifter, good
condition. Call 753-5696.
1971 BUICK Electra 225,
low mileage. Call 753-
5288.
1965 DODGE TWO DOOR
hardtop, power brakes,
steering and air. $325.
Four chrome reversible
wheels for Ford or
Mercury, $40. Call 753-
7827.
1967 CHEVROLET ½ ton
pickup, V4. $325. Call
753-7430 after 5 p.m.
1951 CHEVY 1 ton truck






miles, local car. Call
753-7736 after 6 p. m.
1173 FORD Thunderbird.
Good condition. $3,600.
Call 753-0703 after 2.
1967 CHRYSLER, $200.1964 THUNDER BIRD,
Call 753-0615.emmaculate. $850. Call
753-0703 after 2:00.
1973 GREMLIN X,
automatic, $1,775. 14 ft.
aluminum boat and
trailer. $250. Call 489-
2595.
1970SCOUT-excellent.
Four wheel drive. What
you always wanted. Call
753-5281 after 6 p.m.
1174 PINTO RUNABOUT,
1 owner car, 25 m.p.g. 4
speed. $1700. Call 489-
2570 or 753-5984.
1973 BUICK LE SABRE, 4
door sedan, local car,
excellent condition. New
tires, 48,500 miles. Call
753-5545 after. p. m.
1948 FORD CORTINA, 4
speed. Call 767-4053. 13 FT. SCOITY, stove,
1971 MG MIDGET. Call
753-2700 after 5:30 p. m.
1970 IMPALA, power and
air, needs motor work.
Best offer. Call 753-0509.
1965 BUICK La Sabre.
Good condition. Call 753-
5723.
1975 DATSUN B210, 8000
miles, 5 months old. Also
15' Runabout Seaking 35







top. $50. Call 489-2510.
EXTRA INCOME
Would you agree with me that during the time in which
we live a little extra money each month would be very
welcome. And if you- can get this extra money doing
something that is interesting, challenging and important,
then I think you will agree that it would be worth looking in-
to.
That is just what we're offering you in the Army Reserve
here in Murray. A good part time career with all the benefits
of a full time career that cannot conflict with our present
job or educitional pursuit.
Mr. Green, Reserve Career Counselor for Western Ky. will
be in Murray, ,Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday July 20, 21,
22, to talk with anyone about their part time military career
in the Army Reserve. We have openings in Murray for male
or female both prior service and non prior service.
Phone 713-7141, 11-6 lapetmoat
icebox, toilet, good
condition. $750. Call 753-
8124.




Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
51. Services Offered


















and glass shelves and





delivery. M & G Com-








will haul all types of
rock; white, decorative
and wash rock. All types
of sand and agriculture
lime. Mark aucy
Trucking, call after 4






Call 753-4124, South 4th









work needs call John












vice. No job too small.










753-5429 after 4 p.m.
-WHY PAINT? Let Glover
and Wilson put
aluminum siding and







home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing







Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
CARPET IN-
STALLATION $1.00 per





and dirt. Call 437-4533,





For all complete full size cars delivered
to...
































struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
KIRBY CARPET CARE
clean rugs otall kinds.
In business, homes,
and institution rugs






and exterior by the











and roofs sealed. Call












who. Toe ern supplies,
espoirient or service cell es.
Clew* is vibe in Meer
best We bore steams cleaners
erg few clears, impsipmseert
for teat or if yee enter on












113 S. On Street
Munro
For dependable wika 01
Factory Approved
Amami Simko
FENCE SALE AT SEARS
now. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 . for free
estimates of your needs.
INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling
bills, call Doug Taylor at
753-2310 for free
estimates.
54 Fr ee Colu-
GREY AND WHITE .
kitten, 6 weeks old. Call
753-3994.
FREE-Six of the cutest
and most lovable
puppies that you'll ever
see. About six weeks old.
Three are males, solid
black. Three are
females, black, brown,
and white spotted. their
hair will be fairly long
and their tails are held
curled over their backs.
Were abandoned at the
new City Park and are
now under the care of
the Humane Society.
These pupa all have
sweet and friendly
dispositions and appear
to be in excellent health.
Call either 743-3994 or
753-3535 atter 4:M .m.
2 CROSS COUNTRY
bicycleist in need of
temporary work of any




10% off regular prices on un-
finished ladder back chairs,
tables and jumbo rockers.
10% off on plants - Dracenas,
Palms, Petticoat, Boston and
Air Ferns.
20% off on antiques.
50% and 40% off on art and craft
items.
50% off on candles and holders.
Limited quanity, so shop early
at the   Blackford House
1104 Coldwator Rd.
Seen Seen: 145:311 Meaday.Saterslay
WILL BUSH HOG Iota.
Call 753-1980, D. 0.
Parks.
DOZER WORK -
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.
LADIESI
A Free Gift for You
Moov would you










No tingles to write nor puzzles to work.
First 10 coupons received will qualify.
Fill in the coupon and mail in soon.
Mail Coupon To:
P.O. Box 1 154 Paris,
NAME 
ADDRESS 
ITY' II ZONE  
PHONE
Tenn. 34242






Bring your own containers
C & A FARMS
Poor Fenn Rood
July 21, 22, 23, and 24 only
Open 9 a. m. to 6 p. m.
Not Responsibile for accidents
Mk,
...90.01110110Of Ia Wale -t;riagqr r-:.—





Final rites for Sell Black, a
retired farmer .who resided in
Mayfield, are being held today
at one p. m. at the chapel of
the Byrn Funeral Home,
Mayfield, with Bro. Jimmy
Moreand and Bro. Preston
Cotham officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Steve Cochrum, Phil
Cochrum, Teddy Clapp, David
Clapp, Randy Black, and Alan
Blatic; Burial will be in the
Bazzell Cemetery in Calloway
County.
Mr, Black, age 74, died
Monday at the Community
Hospital, Mayfield. He is
survived by his wife, Jennie,
three sons, Ralph, Wayne, and
Dwane Black, two daughters,
Mrs. W. A. Cochrum and Mrs.




The funeral for Mrs. Attie
Lee Jones of Almo Route One
will be held Thursday at two p.
m. at the chapel of the Filbeck
and Cann Funeral Home,
Benton, with Rev. Fred
Alexander officiating.
Grandsons will serve as
pallbearers and burial will be
in the Stewart Cemetery in
Calloway County.
Mrs. Jones, age 77, died
Monday at nine p. m. at the
Benton Municipal Hospital.
She_was. a member of the
Maple Springs United
Methodist Church and the
daughter of the late Albert and
Lucy Kinsey Henson.
Survivors are one daughter,
Mrs. Jam), *Keeling , Benton
Route Eight; four sons, Rev.
Arlet Jones, Benton Route
Seven, Basil Jones, Almo
Route One, L. A. Jones,







Mrs. Murtie May Long of
Hardin died Tuesday at 3:15 p.
m. at St. Joseph Hospital
East, Memphis, Tenn. She
was 71 years of age and the
wife of George R. Long who
died in 1972.
The deceased was a
member of the Hickory Grove
Church of Christ. Born April
21, 1905, she was the daughter
of the late Charlie Bennett and
Dora Jackson Bennett. One
sister, Mrs. Jim Hurt,
preceded her in death.
Mrs. Long is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Pete
Willoughby, three grandsons,
Gary, David, and Kenny
Willoughby, and one great
grandchild, all of Memphis,
Term., one sister, Mrs. Gertie
Mohler, and one brother,
Norman Bennett, both of Almo
Route One.
The funeral has been
scheduled for Thursday at
four p.m. at the chapel of the
Filbeck and Cann Funeral
Home, Benton, with burial to
follow in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the




The annual meeting of the
Hicks Cemetery Group will be
held Saturday, July 24, from
eight Er Wt. to twelve noon,
according to E. D. Win-
chester, committee member.
All persons interested in the
upkeep bf the cemetery are
urged to attend to bring their
donations or send them if
unable to attend.
Announcing!!!













*Wood aaluminum storm and screen doors
And many more







Walter Elkins, local trailer
court operator, died Tuesday
at 9:50 p. m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. He
was 71 years of age.
The local man, a retired
farmer, operated his trailer
court and also was employed
at Murray Auto Auction. He
was a member of the Church
of Christ and was married
November 17, 1957, to the
former lay Mae Irvin, who
survives.
Mr. Elkins is survived by his
wife; two daughers, Mrs.
Harold ( Maxine) Houston,
Murray Route Eight, and Mrs.
Roszella Williams, Murray
Route Five; four sisters, Mrs.
Wilson (Maudie) Garrison,
Murray Route Five, Mrs. Erie
(Bell) Cunningham and Mrs.
Earlie (Captola ) Miller, both
of Murray, and Mrs. Bud
(Murrell) Callahan, Detroit,
Mich.; one brother, Tracie
Elkins, Detroit, Mich.; five
grandchildren; one great
grandchild.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at one p. m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Bro. Jack
Jones and Bro. John Dale
officiating. Burial will be in
the Murray City Cemetery.





The funeral for Ms. Anne
McCuiston will be held at
three p.m. Thursday at the
Hazel Church of Christ with
Bro. Don Riley officiating and
the Church singers providing
the song service.
Pallbearers will be Max,
Jerry, and Joan Dale
McCuiston, Howard Reynolds,
Edgar Doores, and Joseph.
Hargrove. Burial will be in the
Tucker Cemetery at Kirksey
with the arrangements by the
Miller Funeral Home of Hazel
where friends may call.
Ms. McCuiston, age 66, died
Monday about two a.m. at
Muncie, Ind., on a bus while
she was enroute home from
Detroit, Mich. She was the
daughter of the late T. M. and
Flura Hamlin McCuiston.
The survivors include six
sisters, Mrs. Thurston
Reynolds and Mrs. Ira
Morgan, Hazel, Mrs. Norva
Riley and Mrs. Joe Hargrove,
Mayfield, Mrs. Max Hurt and
Mrs. Newel Doores, Kirksey;
four _brothers, Charlie,
Berkley, Mich., Macon, Nash-
ville, Term., Rupert, Kirksey,
and Senator Pat McCuiston,








Thomas M. (Uncle Tom
Taylor, 91-year-old resident of
Murray Route Four, will be
held Thursday at three p. m.
at the chapel of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home with
Rev. Jack Jones officiating.
Active pallbearers will be L.
C. Stiles, Jake Stiles, Steve
Andrus, Hafton Garner,
Tonuny Goodwin, and Carney
Andrus. Honorary pallbearers
4 will be Buren Poyner, Reldon
Norsworthy, Truman
Jackson, Bob Miles, Thomas
Houston, Melvin Farris, and
John Lassiter, all deacons of
the Locust Grove Baptist
Church.
Burial will be in the Elm
Grove Cemetery. Friends
may call at the funeral home.
Mr. Taylor died Monday at
4:35 p. m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. He
was a deacon and the oldest
member of Locust Grove
Church. His wife, Mrs. Lola





The annual homecoming of
Mt. Pleasant United
Methodist Church, Henry
County, Term., will be held
Friday, July 23 A basket
lunch will be served at noon.
Bro. Larry Wilson, -Church
of Christ missionary, who,
with his wife, the former
Lana Taylor, are on a three
months furlough, will be the
guest speaker at the eleven a.
m. service. They are presently
serving on the Ivory Coast in
West Africa where they have
been for two years.
Anyone interested in placing
a bid for the mowing of the
cemetery may attend the
meeting or contact one of the
committee members: Otis




Rev. Gary Mohler will
speak at the annual
homecoming services of the
Mt. Carmel United Methodist
Church, located north of
Kirksey just off Highway 299,
on Sunday, July 25.
The minister will speak at
the eleven a. m. services with
Sunday School at ten a. in.,
basket lunch at noon, and
singing in the afternoon
featuring the Happy Life and
Neighbors Quartets.
The public is invited to
attend, a church spokesman
.said.
Save 204 on
4 lbs. of Godchaux
Sugar.
Godchaux...
best sugar on the
Sugartown Line.
X—J
11111 ail NU INN INIM IMMI IMO 111111 In INN all 11111 all OM MI NM MN OMB MN NM
STORE COUPON
SAVE 20C ON 5-LB. BAG OF EXTRA-FINE
GODCHAUX SUGAR!!!
TO GROCER: We Will redeem this coupon for face value
Pius St handling provided you have accepted it toward
the purchase of Godchaux produce specified hereon
Invoices proving the purchase of sufficient stock to cover
coupons presented for redemption must be shown on
request Void when presented by outside agency. broker,
Of MOW* WOO Sr. not Wart distributors of Godchaux
Sugar. or where prohibited, licensed, taxed, or restricted
Customer pays any sales tax Cash value 1 /204 Redeem'
coupons through Godchaux Redemption Center. PO Box
R-7000. El Paso. Texas 79998 Expires 31 December 1978
1
1160 am ow oav as on No 1.1 ow an in lb me ma am am um ow um elm am am
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British Ambassador Killed In Explosion
DUBLIN, Ireland (AP) —
British Ambassador
thristopher Ewart-Biggs and
a woman companion were
killed today when a land mine
blew up the ambassador's car.
The ambassador's chauf-
feur and a British official from
Northern Ireland were in-
jured. Hospital officials said
they were in critical condition.
Ewart-Biggs, 54, had been
Britain's envoy to Ireland for
less than two weeks. He is
  Rake/
Prim; of tact of local irdirae at apes  
MT, today, firoisbod I.Ow Lodge h
now by Test el 041k.
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Members of the Murray-
Calloway Swim Team are
asked to meet at 2:55 p.m.
Thursday, July 22, at the
Murray-Calloway Park Pool
to have a group picture made.
believed to be the first British
official killed in the Irish
Republic since the Irish war of
independence in the early
1920s. The British Embassy in
Dublin was burned four years
ago by a mob enraged when
British paratroopers killed 13
unarmed civilians during a
demonstration in Northern
Ireland.
Police said it was too soon to
say whether the explosion was
the work of the Irish
Republican Army, the
outlawed underground army
waging a guerrilla war of
bombs and bullets — violence
aimed at ending British rule in
Northern Ireland and uniting
It with the republic.
Police said the dead woman
was Judith Cooke, and they
believed she was a member of
the embassy staff.
First rtiiorts said the
woman was the ambassador's
wife, but the embassy an-
nounced that Mrs. E wart-
Biggs went to England
Tuesday night on a visit.
The police said the injured
men were Brian Cubbon, a
British Foreign Office official
stationed in Belfast, and Brian
O'Driscoll, the chauffeur.
A police announcement said
the ambassador was killed by
a bomb, but Police Sgt. Pat
Murray said the car went over
a land mine on the road about
151 yards from the gate to the
embassy residence, in the
Sandyford suburb on the
southern outskirts of Dublin.
A large-scale police alert
was ordered as an in-
vestigation began.
Ewart-Biggs, 54, had taken
up his post in the Irish capital
less than two weeks ago. He
had held diplomatic posts
previously in the Middle East,





Spring & Summer Merchandise Must Go!























you to use our lay-away plan
;
FREE With Purchase of This Cleaner
TOOLS! 
JULY 23 & 24
Hours 9 to 4
Noouer An baled ug the MOtor,
brustoo and pow god fox.v•
O. got swamp, daemon, atuon
Faatura to, torture Aiwa soil
a germ dogma tor it,. roomy
FREE ESTIMATES
ON MAJOR REPAIR WORK
ONLY GENUINE
HOOVER PARTS USED
1. Check Electrical System
2. Check Motor & Bearings
3. Check All Moving Parts
4. Check Belt & Brushes
5. Check Bag for Defects
6. Check Filter System
7. Check & Clean Agitator
8. Clean, Grease & Lubricate
FREE TOOLS! The Hoover
Dial-A-Maticei





Gets right up to baseboards
HOOVER TRIPLE ACTION




Conceals big disposable bag.











Pa r 64p (Stai)
Consolidated Report of Condition of" DEE.5..EANK..0_F .HAZ:EL. 
of
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Blowing Bubbles In The Rain
Rain cloesn3 necessarily stop aU the activity at Land Between The Lakes,-TVA's public out-
door area in western Kentucky and Tennessee. And it certainly didn't inhibit the softball
game in progress at Brandon Spring Group Camp. Actually, Becky Gould, Murray, a par-
ticipant in the recent campout of the Memorial Baptist Church at Brandon Spring, really
seems to enjoy blowing bubbles in the rain - well, its not singing in the rain but never-
theless the concentration is about the same. Anyway, as this series of photos will attest,
neither rain nor bursted bubbles stopped the Softball action.
PUBLISHER'S COPY State Bank No 
••
laza. in the State of  KENTUCKY  and Domestic 'Subsidiaries at the close of
business on JUNE 30 ,
BALANCE SHEET ASSETS Sch. Item Col.
1. Cash and due from banks   C 7
2. U.S. Treasury securities  8 1 E  
3. Obligations of other U.S. Government agencies and corporations   13 2 E
4. Obligations of States and political subditsions ..   B 3 E
5. Other bonds, notes, and.iiiebentures1 B 4 E....,„.
6. Corporate stock ... .. . .....,.•  , 
7. Trading account securities 
8. Federal funds sold and securities purchased under agreements to resell . 0 4 .
9. a. Loans, Total (excluding unearned income)  A 10
b. Less: Reserve for possible loan losses
• 
c. Loans, Net 
-11: Rink premises. furniture and fixtures. I-M.-a-her sisals represenVfg-banTh-V-rernises _ • -
12. Real estate owned other than bank premises
10. Direct lease financing 
;""":"13. Investments in unconsolidated subsidiaries and associated companies .    .:....4.L'...r.' 
14. Customers' liability to this bank on acceptances outstanding 
15. Other, assets  Cr...-
16. TOTAL ASSETS (sum of items 1 thru 15)
LIABILITIES Sch. Rem Col.
17. Demand deposits of individuals, partnerships, and corporations  F If A
18. Time and savings- deposits of individuals, partnership', and corporations -F If B+C . .
19. Deposits of United States Government , '  F 2 A+B+C
id. Deposits of States and political subdivisions  F 3 A+B+C .
21. Deposits of foreign governments and official institutions  F 4 A+B+C  
22. Deposits of commercial banks  .0:  r  F 5+6 A+B+C  --
23. Certified and officers' checks  F 7 A
24. TOTAL DEPOSITS (sum of items 17 thru 23) ...-
a. Total demand deposits  F 8
b. Total time and savings deposits , F 8 e +C 
Federal funds purchased and securities sold under agreements to repurchase E 4  
26. Other liabilities for borrowed money 
27. Mortgage indebtedness _ ....,___ 
28. Acceptances executed by or for account of this bank and outstanding
29. Other liabilities .  H 9 
30. TOTAL LIABILITIES (excluding subordinated notes and debentures) 
31. Subordinated notes and debentures
1 210
6 863
32. Preferred stock a No. shares outstanding
33. Common stock a No. shares authorized
b No. shares outstanding
34. Surplus
35. 'Undivided profits








37. TOTAL EQUITY CAPITAL (sum of Items 32 thru 36) 
38. TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY CAPITAL (sum of items 30, 31, and 37)  
EMORANDA
1. Average for 15 or 30 calendar days ending with call date:
a. Cash and due from banks (corresponds to item 1 above)  
b. Federal funds sold and securities purchased under agreements to resell (corresponds to item 8 above)
c. Total loans (corresponds to,item 9. above) 
d. Time deposits of $100,000 or more (corresponds to Memoranda items 3a plus 3b below)
e. Total deposits (corresponds to item 24 above) 
L. cederaLtuads..purchatiall and 5,ecuribes sold undstreements to repurchase (corresponds to item 25 stove)
lin Other liabilities for borrowed mtiVey (corresponds to Rem 26 above)
2. Standby letters of credit .outstanding
3. Time deposits of $100.000 or more: 
a. Time certificates of deposit in denominations of 6100,000 or more 
b. Other time deposits in amounts of $100,000 or more 
Z, Bobby 4.. .Latimer,. Cashier , of the above-named bank, de 'aerie f gwrAin:










































































).‘-1-1-1, Ir shionil pare:
Minnens Murray
Open Nights and Sundays
ENTIRE
SUMMER STOCK
Pants Shorts Big Tops
Tee Shirts Hoiters Swimsuits Dresses





suite of tentooky  County of Galloway 
  197.6,
oo:
-Swore to and subscribed before we MU 10th day of 
Agnr7 hereby certify that I am not an of ficer or director of this thank. A
Imisinon expires  9 - • , 19-7.1 ett4j-tr) UN., Notary Public
,
•




• sponsored primarily by
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital and Hopkins County
Hospital, began July 1. StIsan
:llerey; of Murray, and Vic-
Aria Rogier, of Madisonville,
*re participating in the
1ineeship Mrs. Anne Flood,
SUSAN USREY
Registered Dietitain (R. D.),
Murray-Calloway County
,Hosptial, and Mrs. Luella
•Vents, R. D., Hopkins County










developed by a consortium of
eight facilities and 14 R. D. 's
in response to the need for R.
D. 's in the Western Kentucky
area. Statistics from a survey
conducted by the Pennyrile
Area Health Education
System reveal that. in the
Pennrile area alone there is an
immediate need for five or six
R. D's and a projected need
for an additional eight to ten
by 1980. Presently Kentucky's
only dietetic internship is at
the Universtiy of Kentucky
and has a quota of nine
students annually.
Of the eight facilities in the
consortium, Murray-Calloway
County Hospital and Hopkins
County Hopsital are the
primary facilities and will
provide the core curriculum.







































Murray- State University and
Murray School of Practical
Nursing (Murray), will be
utilized to provide additional
and specialized learning
experiences.
The 12-month traineeship is
designed to provide the ex-
perience, both clinical and
administrative, that is
necessary to be eligible to take
the American Dietetic
Association ( A D A )
registeration examination.
Each trainee will spend 4
months in the "home" facility
(either Murray Calloway
County Hospital or Hopkins
County Hospital) and 4
months in the alternate
facility, with the remaining 4
months being divided among
the other affiliates.
The traineeship has been
approved by the ADA and has
received partial funding fronr-'
the Area Health Education
System ( AHES).
GENERA). SWORN
Gen. Chiang Kai Shek on








With or Without Iron
James Beal, manager of the
local Rose's Stores, Inc., has
announced that 13 local store
employes were amoung some
3,809 employes of Rose's in
seven southern states who
shared in the 1975 company
contribution to the- employes'
profit sharing trust. The
contribution from Rose's to
the fund in the seven states
amounted to $1,393,415 and
was the 32nd consecutive
annual payment made by
Rose's since the plan was
started in 1944.
Managerlfifeal handed
statements of their personal
account to 13 local par-
ticipants showing how each
shared in the company's 1975
profits and what each had
accumulated.
Beal advised that Central
Carolina Bank & Turst Co.,
trustee of the Rose's Profit
Sharing Trust, reports that the
fund now totals over $19.5
million.
,,--' BOYS AT YWCA?
Boys at the YWCA? Why
not? The YWCA had a sum-
mer program for 60 New Or-
leans, La., youths. They were
instructed in the basic princi-
ples of karate, swimming,
baseball, football and basket-
ball.
DRUG STORE'S
Support Grows For Telephone Meisures






seeks to assure the con-
tinuation of reasonably
priced, high quality telephone
service in America.
According to Tom Brewer
South Central Bell's local
manager, the proposed
legislation is entitled "The
Consumer Communications
Reform Act of 1976."
The legislation, its sponsors
say, would protect residential
telephone users from higher
prices for telephone service






"The FCC is pursuing
policies that will hit hard at
the pocketbook and the ser-
vice of the typical home
telephone user," Brewer said.
"By urging a multiple-
supplier system for
telecommunications services
in place of the historic single-
supplier system, the Com-
mission is causing wasteful
duplication of facilities and
fragmenting the responsibility
for high quality service.









































PR:CES GOOD WHILE QUANTITIES lAST






















































Brewer pointed out that
most Americans think that
multiple suppliers of services
and equipment always benefit
the "little man."
"And more often than riot,
this is true," he said. "But I
don't think anybody believes
his water :bill would be
cheaper if he had separate
water systems and water
mains buried in front of his
house. Such duplication could
only mean higher water rates.'
The same thing holds in the
telephone business. Two long
distance cables would cost
more than one cable, and such
duplication would likewise
mean higher rates for
telephone service.
Brewer said that current
Federal regulatory policies
will force South Central Bell
and other telephone com-
panies to depart from
traditional pricing methods
that favor home telephone
users.
"For many years the
telephone industry and its
regulators have pursued the
goal of 'universal service' — a
telephone in every honit s— a
goal that was embodied as
national policy in the Com-
munications Act of 1934,"
Brewer said. "To achieve this
goal, local residential
telephone service must be
priced at rates most
customers can afford. To help
price local service that way,
telephone companies have
used revenues from long
distance calls,, services for
business, and optional ser-
vices to cover costs that would
otherivise have to be owe, vd
by local rates. This helps hold
down local rates. Using
revenues in this manner can
only be done when a single
supplier is furnishing
telecommunications. New
suppliers choose to serve only
the high profit segments of the
entire market. By doing so,
they will force the telephone
companies to adopt pricing
methods thatare more closely
related to costs. The service
that would be affected the
most is home telephone ser-
vice.
"If the current trend con-
tinues," Brewer said, "the
nation could well be faced
with: (1) higher home
telephone rates, (2) higher
long distance rates for less-
populated areas, (3) a higher
telephone bill for the country
as a whole, and (4) impaired
service."
Not all members of the FCC
agree with the course the
regulatory agency has been
taking.
FCC Commissioner Ben-
jamin Hooks, of Memphis.
Tenn., said recently, "I hope
the commission hasn't un-
wittingly killed some of the
benefits of a system which
allows nationwide rate
averaging and moderate
telephone rates for the con-
sumer."
Hooks has strongly





in a recent ruling that
"...there are strong in-
dications the individual
consumer is going to get it in
the neck again."
Hooks has been vocal in
urging other commissioners to
examine the economic impact
of their decisions on the
average telephone user before
abandoning a system under
which regulated common
carriers have made American
telephone service the stan-
dard of the world.
"The social and economic
issues loom so large with
respect to our com-
munications system, I do,,bt
that I ier the public can be
satisfied with anything but an
independent analysis of the
issues," Hooks noted, adding,
"Where I. come from we have
a saying, 'Trust your sister,
but cut the cards yourself."
Hooks believes the issue
deserves national attention
and debate.
"All I know is that the
change is so monumental in
terms of what we have grown
accustomed to that we must
examine carefully the full
CANS FOR CAUSES
Cans for worthy causes is a
growing theme in Texas. AU-
aluminum beverage cans are
being colleted f9r rtcycling
and the proceeds are ear-
marked for a variety of
charitable or socially-related
projects.
impact of FCC policies and
American puheand their
seek the vi of the
leaders," Hooks urged.
l'hatcaccording to sponsors,




Senator Vance Hartke (1)-
Indiana), who introduced the
"Consumer Communications
Reform Act of 1976" noted: "I
believe that telephone service
at a reasonable cost should be
available to all Americans. If
we allow full competition, a
few large corporations will
receive low-cost telephone
service but the general public
will suffer increased costs that
will prohibit many of them
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Flat Brisket 
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Tide Kroger Price Patrol Report
is a bonafide price check of the
leading food stores in the area,
with the actual report sheets on
display for your inspection any ttm
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LAST YEAR'S PRICE EA. 25c A%
Bell Peppers. 3049c
LAST YEAR'S PRICE IA 21c
"Kant' 3 49cLOAsli !triv YOS
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LAST YEAR'S PRICE 31Ir
MINK
Lettuce HEAD 19c
LAST YEAR'S PRICE Vk
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Broccoli Ks 49c




Weshiegtee State Extra Panty
RED DEUCIOUS
APPLES




















With Ms coupon and 510.00 purchase, excluding items
prohibited by law and is addition to the cost of coupon mer
clumodise. Sebeoct le applicable tuss. Limit eas. Good
tbsougli Tuesday, Jely 27th.
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The 1-24 bridge over the Tennessee River has won the Kentucky Department of Transportation an Award of Merit
from the American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC). The bridge linking Marshall and Livington counties cost ap-
proximately $13.1 million. The AISC presents awards annually to recngnize and encourage the imaginative use of
fabricated steel in bridges. Last year Kentucky received AISC awards for three bridges: The1-24 bridge at Paducah,
the Laurel River bridge on KY 312 in Laurel County, and a pedestrian bridge on US 27 at Pine Knott, McCreary Coun-
ty.
Local Student To Visit Ft Knox During Week
FORT KNOX, Ky.—Debbie
L. Gadberry of 1301 Poplar
Street, Murray, arrived this
week to participate in Student
--Leaderstiqa Week. Providing
high school students with an
introduction to a military
installation and a brief
glimpse of Army life, Student
Leadership Week is an annual
event sponsored by the Second
ROTC Region located here.
The Second ROTC Region,
commanded by Brigadier
General James M. Leslie, is
responsible for the Army
ROTC programs in Illinois,
Indiana Kentucky, Michigan,
Missouri, Ohio, Tennessee and
Wisconsin.
Student Leadership Week
attendees were selected by the
Professors of Military Science
at the 68 colleges or univer-
sities offering Army ROTC
within these eight states. The
Young men and women were
chosen for their high
academic standing, ex-
tracurricular activities and
interest in the Student
Leadership Week program..
During their visit to Fort
Knox, July 18-22, the students
will participate in a variety of
activities designed to
illustrate career opportunities
in today's Army. They will
tour post facilities and points
of interest to become familiar





will have the opportunity to
apply for Army ROTC
Scholarships. Prior to their
departure, they will attend
next Thursday's graduation of
ROTC basic camp cadets.
It will not be a solid week of
tours, latures and demon-
strations, however. To gain
some understanding of the
daily life of an Army officer,
each student will be matched
with a local officer "coun-
terpart." For one day students
will accompany and observe
1
„
a erVionVillage. of Florida
P0 Box 951, Clermont, Fla. 32711
their counterparts as the
officers perform their normal
duties.
In additon to observing daily
routine, each student will
gather Information on the
counterpart's Career field,
background and duites and
responsibilities. This in-
formation will then become
the basis for a briefing which
the student will present to the
other participants.
The five students judged to
have presented the best
briefings will then be
designated honorary com-
manders (or commanding
generals) of post units. The




noted that the event had been
well-received by students la
past years.
"We're lookin forward to
this year's Student Leadership
Week," Brigadier General
Send us your free color brochure. right Sway,
Name 
Address 
City  State,2.1p 
Big Family OW for the price of a motel ram
Vacation Village is different. A rustic
reaart of charming 4-room villas.
Set beside sky-blue Lake Louisa
In Orlando's sun country. Near
Disney World, Cypress Gardens,
Sea World, all the tun sites.
Each villa has equipped kitchen,
grassy yard, sunning patio,












The Kentucky State Police
issued 111 citations to
motorists in Calloway County
during the month of June
according to the traffic
summary for the period
released by KSP Post One
today.
State police also issued 27
warnings ' and assisted
motorists 25 times as well as
investigating 21 accidents,
according to the report. Three
D. W. I. arrests were made in
June.
The number of persons
killed in the Post One area in
1976 through the end of June
now stands at 26 compared
with 25 at the same time in
1975. The statewide traffic
death toll as of July 19 is 455
compared with 471 in 1971.
AGNEW QUITS
Spiro T. Agnew resigned as
vice president of the United
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All Sales Final
(Entire Stock Not Incluted)
Sale Starts 9:00 a.m.
Thursday, July 22






- -SittlinonS Shoe Store
20-4 S. 14th St
Humboldt. Tennessee
4"f• op .• 00
"•••••• .1..0.0 10.0 1;0
Leslie added. "I think these
students will get a brief, but
very interesting, view of the
Army and Fort Knox.
Republicans To Find Things Rosier
In Kansas City Than Demos In N.Y.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky- Republican
delegation apparently will
find things rosier in Kansas
City than the state Democrats
did in New York City.
Prices? No comparison, by
all reports. Accommodatidns?
The GOP has rooms to spare.
Convention passes? Plenty
available.
The 37 Republican delegates
and • an equal number of
alternates, going to their
national convention in mid-
August, seem to be in good
shape except logistically.
e kat a reasonably good
break in ' rn st respects," saido
John Stuart, lbtdirector.
One become  is the
number of guest pasSekissued
far Kentuckians who areAot
delegates or alternates. ,.
Stuart said Monday 95 such
passes would be available to
the state group daily—almost
as many as were on hand for
Kentucky Democrats all of
last week in New York City.
The Democrats resorted to
drawing for the passes every
day to eliminate any suspicion
of favortism.
Prices are another good
deal, at least in comparison
with occasionally outrageous
costs in Fun City.
"They're very reasonable
from all that we hear," Stuart
said.
Rooms at the Kentucky
Delegation's motel start at
only $20 a day, and Stuart said
that it's possible for pay for a
large room with three beds for
only $10 daily per delegate or
visitor.
There are a couple of hit-
ches. A taxi from the airport
to the Kentuckians' motel will
cost $25 each way, but Stuart
said arrangements are under
way to hire limousines at a
reduced cost.
Then there is the problem of
distance, which he said sounds
worse than the actuality.
The state GOP will stay at a
motel in Overland Park, Kan.,
23 miles from Kemper Arena
where the national convention
opens Aug. 16.
"That seems like a long
, but we're told that at
non-Peak hours it takes only
half an Imp, and it's all in-
terstate," Stttaq said.
He said one delegation is
almost 35 miles froip the
arena.
:The Kentucky delegation
hopes for some arrangement
at least for a shuttle bus to and
from the nightly conventions.
The Kentucky GOP's
treatment on facilities is
based largely on the party's
showing in the 1972
presidential election—when
Richard Nixon carried the
state by a landslide— and the
1974 senate race—when the
Republicans lost a seat.
It also hinges on how the
state GOP met the finance
quota last year for con-
tributions to the Republican
National Committee—which
Stuart said was 80 per cent of
the established goal.
There still are rooms
available at the delegation's
motel, but the national
committee has asked the
Kentuckians to return any
reservations not made within
the next 10 days.
Jersey Cattle
Winners Named
Entries in the Jersey Cattle
Shows, Division M and Dairy
Type and Production at the
Calloway County Fair in-
cluded the following:
Junior Heifer, 4-H Dairy -- Teddy
Potts, first, Stubblefield Jerseys, second
and third, Greenland Farms, fourth.
Fall Senior Calf, Jersey -- Greenland
Farms, first and second, Kenneth
Paschall, third, Carves Paschall, fourth,
Teddy Potts, fifth, Stubblefield Jerseys,
sixth and eighth, Krit Stubblefield,
seventh.
Summer Senior Calf, Jersey —
Greenland Farms, first. RESERVE
JUNIOR CHAMPION, Teddy Potts,
-cond, Stubblefield Jerseys, third and
-fourth.
Junior Yearling, Jersey, Greenland
Farms; first and second, Teddy Potts,
third and sixth, Kenneth Paschall, four-
th, Jerry Pendleton, fifth.
Senior Yearling; -Jersey — Greenland
Farms, first, JUNIOR CHAMPION,
fourth. Sanderson Farms, second, Ken-
neth Paschall, third, Teddy Potts, fifth
and sixth, Stubblefield Jerseys, se*eoth.
Cow, Two Year Old, Jersey
Greenland Farms, first and third. Teddy
Potts, second, Alene Paschall. fourth,
Kenneth Pastnall, fifth, Stubblefield
Jerseys, sixth.
Three Year Old, Jersey — Sanderson
Farms, first, RESERVE GRAND
SENIOR CHAMPION, Greenland Far-
ms, second, Alene Paschall, third and
eighth, Teddy Potts, fourth, fifth, and
seventh, Kenneth Paschall, sixth, Stub-
blefield Jerseys, ninth.
Four Year old, Jersey — Teddy Potts,
first, Alene Paschall, second, Greenland
Farms, third and fourth, Carves
Paschall, fifth, Stubblefield Jerseys, six-
th.
Five Year Old and Over, Jersey —
Greenland Farms, first, SENIOR
GRAND CHAMPION, Stubblefield Jer-
seys, second and fourth, Kenneth
Paschall. third and seventh, 'Padft Pot-
ts, fifth, Alene Paschall, sixth.
Get of Sire. Jersey — Greenland Far-
ms, first, Teddy Potts, second and fifth.
Paschall Jersey Fenn, third, Stub-
blefield Jersey., f'.)urth.
Dairy Herd, Jersey — Greenland Far-
ms, first and sixth, Teddy Polts.secorid,
Paschall Jersey Fartn, third and fourth,
Stubblefield Jerseys, fifth.
Produce of Dam, Jersey—Greenland
Farms, first and second, Paschall Jer-
sey, third, Joey Pendleton, fourth, Stub-
blefield Jerseys., fifth and sixth.
AMP ,•TIVIST.A11.1.• out ettalsrtnts yinwootoriok OS PeuelCe.
Now in 6-packs of money-back bottles.
The Pepsi-Cola quart is a real quart. 32 refreshing
ounces. Some soft-drink companies sell their product in
bottles that look like quarts. But they're really only
26- or 28-ounce bottles. The bottles in Pepsi-Cola's new
Economy Quart six-pack are real quarts ... 32 refreshing
ounces. So look carefully before you buy. And when
Ihiayfre empty, bring 'ern back for a refund the easy way
... in the handy carton you took them home in.
Cf/. PADUCAH, KY UNDER APPOINTMENT FROM Peosico INC PURCHASE. NV
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Country Pride Grade A
Fryers Family Pack  49:
River Side Bologna  59:
Bacon Ends & Pieces  59:






















Cut - Wrap - Froze
• 41)
Side Avg. 300 Lb. — Quarter Avg. 150 lb.
*Law eights Iherved





pe 16 oz. is
11 8CBtnt!. 09 Plus Deposit . .
Gold Medal
Flour
Limit 1 with $7.50 Add. Pur. Excluding
Tobacco & Dairy Products.
Miracle Whip of 88'
Betty Crocker Cake Mixes   11 01. timbal Revers 49'





r .   Gal. 5119
Peaches
Pringles Twin Pack 78'
Kountry Kist Peas 16 o/ 4/99'
DelMonte. Tomato Juice   46 oz ' 56`





Velveeta    1 lb $1 79
Scot Lad Peas 16 0/ 4/99'





Cash PotThis $W 20000
Win
Last Week's Joan Henson
Winner BentonUnable to Locate
18 oz. 53C
Scot Lad Cheese Spread










Gt. Size Tide $1 19490! ,
Bama Grape Jelly ,8oi 58c
Del Monte Fruit Cocktail  1601. 2/88`





S1 °6Richtex  316.
4: 
Merit Saltine Crackers    1 lb.
Bush Gt. Northern Beans  lSoz. 4/89















limit 1 Per Family
folqr's
COUPON
Unlit 1 Per Family
Kool-Aid
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
Niagara Spray
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
Sno-Bol
COUPON
limit 1 Per Family
. Alamo
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
Cocoa or Fruity
COUPON
i i mit 1 Per Family
Wesson
COUPON ECU-18
Limit 1 Per Family
Vanish
COUPON EBE-19
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Four-Day Work Week
Is Tried By State
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
If the early returns from
Department of Personnel
employes is any indication,
Gov. Julian Carroll will soon
be looking at the possibility of
a. four-day work,. week for
many other state employes.
Personnel Commissioner
Addie Stokely said Monday
that members of her depar-
tment are happy with the
experiment, upon yhich Mrs.
Stokely is to file a report with
Carroll at the end of August.
"If I were to make the
report right now, I would
advise keeping the system,"
she said. -
During July and August,
half the department's em-
ployes are working 7:30 a.m.
to 6 p.m. Monday through
Thursday, while the other half
work the same hours Tuesday
through Friday.
-I think it's great," said
Asst. Personnel Com-
missioner Gil Mischel. "It's
like having the Fourth of July
every week.
"The extra day isireally nice
if you like family type of
things like camping, and the
three-day weekend gives me
time to travel," he added.
"We do go camping, and
with the extra day we can go
to Lake Cumberland or
somewhere like that,"
Mischel said. "I have already
had a chance to take my boys
fishing that I wouldn't have
had otherwise."
If the four-day week is found
to ,be successful after its two-
month trial in the Department
of Personnel, it may be tried
in other state government
offices. Mischel said that as
far as he can tell, the chances
of that are good.
"I have been asking around
the department, and the
consensus is that there are
virtually no complaints about
the schedule," he said. "I sure
hope everything works out so
we can stay on it."
Other ecnoloyes said they
enjoyed the weekly three-day
weekends and some said the
longer workdays allow them
to get more done.
Cheryl Waits, assistant
clerical section supervisor,
said, We deal with the public,
answering the phone, and the
HANDBAGS
extra time from 4:30 to six has
been generally uninterrupted
time, letting us catch up on
things." .
Barbara Smith, assistant
director of the department's
Equal Employment office,
said the longer hours on
working days make it
necessary to plan meals and
household chores more
carefully, but added that "the
advantages outweigh the
disadvantages.
"With my children at home
during the summer, the
system is particularly nice
because of the extra day I can
spend with them," she said.
Mrs. Stokely said she has
heard no public criticiSm of
the experimental schedule.
-We're open longer, our
testing hours for jobs are
longer," she said.
Also, she said, since em-
ployes on the trial schedule
work 38 hours a week while
other state employes work
371/2, "we're working a half-
hour longer than other state
employes.
"We voted on the system
before it was implemented
and about 95 per cent of the
employes were in favor of it,"
Mrs. Stokely said. "If you took
another vote on whether to
keep the system, I'm sure the




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Frankfort police say they are
seeking two men who escaped
with an undeterestitied amount
of money after an armed
robbery in which the night
manager of a local market
was left- handcuffed in a
storeroom.
Lawrence Carey, the
manager, told police two men
entered the market Sunday
eight and asked about ice
cream and fuses. He said one
pulled a gun and ordered him
into the storeroom at the back
of the market, where he was
handcuffed.
Playing cards were popular
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long sleeve print smocks.
100% cotton pants with
double thick crotch. 3
•air to a pack.















.229.00F u!! recording and playback system complete with 2 mi-
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CommissionefSees First Hand What
It's Like On The Inside Of Sealed Mine
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
H. N. Kirkpatrick has seen
first hand what the inside of a
tomb looks like.
"It's pitch dark, it's damp.
and there have been roof
falls," says Kirkpatrick of the
southeastern Kentucky coal
mine where the bodies of 11
men have lain since March.
"It's also depressing."
Kirkpatrick, commissioner
of the Kentucky Department
of Mines and Minerals, has
participated in recovery
operations before. He's in-
volved now in what promises
to be a long and tedious
process — recovering 11
bodies from Scotia Coal Co.'s
No. 1 Big Black Mountain
mine at Oven Fork, Ky.
The men were killed last
March 11 when the mine was
rocked by a methane gas
explosion. Two days earlier,
15 men had died in the same
area of the shaft, also in a
methane explosion. Their
with a power mower, you
should:
A. Rake the lawn free of
all stones, sticks and
obiects- whioh--oould
cause injury if ejected
by the mower blades.
lawn of chil-
dren and pets.
C. Start right out. Chil-
dren enjoy running
around the lawn.
2. Getting into a boat from
a pier or landing, it is
safe to:
A. Jump Into the boat.
B. Straddle, with one
foot in boat and one
foot on landing.
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bod were removed.
The mine was sealed with
the men still inside because it
was deemed too dangerous to
try to remove their bodies.
The shaft was unsealed last
Wednesday, and four
volunteer recovery teams
have been working since then
in an effort to remove the
bodies. The work continued
today.
Kirkpatrick says it will take
about two months to reach the
area where the bodies are
located.
Volunteers, three Scotia
teams and a squad of state
inspectors, have penetrated
some 2,000 feet into the mine.
But they still have about three
miles to go before reaching
the bodies.
The recovery teams are
going into the mine about 500
feet at a time, securing each
area, then proceeding further.
Each area is being made air-
tight and the volunteers work
with masks on their faces and
oxygen tanks on their backs,
Kirkpatrick said.
"I was the first one in," said
Kirkpatrick, 56, who spent 15
years of his life as an un-
derground coal miner. "The
crews alternate every hour
because it's hard to work
more than an hour With
oxygen on."
Kirkpatrick said in an in-
terview Monday that
engineers have discovered
that "there's possibly a body
of water that has us blocked
between where we are now
and two-southeast,"
Two-southeast is the section
where the bodies are located.
It is 1,400 beneath the surface
of Big Black Mountain.
The recovery teams will
reach the .point where the
water is located on Saturday,
and the recovery operation
may be delayed while the
water is pumped out, he said.
"There's no light in the
mine. The only lights are your
lamps on your head. There's
no oxygen. No power has been
restored to the mine and we
have encountered a few rock
falls," Kirkpatrick said.
Rep. Carl Perkins, D-Ky.,
suggested during the weekend
that an independent recovery
team should be allowed to
enter the mine through a bore
hole some 2,800 feet from the
bodies. He said he felt the
bodies could be recovered
within two weeks that way.
Kirkpatrick disagreed,
&lying "I feel like at this time,
the safest plan is to go the way
we're going.
"If we don't have
satisfactory progress by the
first of August, we may
consider going down the bore
hole," the commissioner said.
The rescue team that found
the 11 bodies entered the shaft
through the bore hole. The
team was removed as MOO
it was learned the men were
dead because Kirkpatrick said
the mine could "blow again at
any time."
No oxygen will be allowed to
enter the two-southeast
section again until the bodies
are removed, Kirkpatrick
said.
Relatives of the victims
have criticized the plan being
used, charging that Scotia
wants to repair the shaft so
that mining can be resumed as
soon as the bodies are
recovered.
"Our main concern, is
recovery of the bodies," be
said. "After that, the mine will
have to be reventilated so that
the state and federal in-
spectors and the company and
the Scotia Employes
Association can make a
thorough investigation. It will
be a thorough investigation,
and it will be quite some time
after the bodies are recovered
before they will be running
coal."
Carroll Claims To Be Winning
Battle Against State Red Tape
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
If you have faith in the state
administration's compilation,
Gov. Julian Carroll is winning
his war on red tape with
banners flying.
The claim is that one-fourth
of all forms used in state
government have been
eliminated and another 18 per
cent modified.
Carroll issued an executive
order last October abolishing
all administrative forms ef-
fective last June. -
Review committees were to
weed out the non-vital papers
and then reissue necessary
forms.
The results, according to
figures released Monday:
—801 forms were reviewed
and 2,159 were eliminated.
Another 1,563 have been
modified, presumably made
simpler.
—The work continues, both
for new and old forms, by joint
several cities.
Many employes told him
they were spending too much
time filling out forme and too
little doing their jobs.
-'"Weare attempting to allow
our employes to get back to
delivering necessary to the
people ( instead of I getting





provided a box score of ac-
complishments by cabinet
groups.
Don't Get Shut Out! The Days Are
Numbered!
Come And Get It!
Hurry For Best Selections 
Better Hurry !








,effort of the governor's staff
and the state Office for Policy
and Management.
"I am extremely pleased ...
I feel our work has been a
success," Carroll said.
The governor became in-
terested in the battle against
useless forms after a few
'governor to the government"
The highest combined
elimination and modification
of forms was reported by the
Human Resources Depart-
ment, which employs one-
third of all state workers-65
percent.
The lowest was reported by
the Public Protection Cabinet,
. which could only come up with
tours he conducted last year in- a 2 per cent reduction.
The large Natural
' Resources Department, which
had 208 forms, said it
managed to. eliminate or
revise 60 per cent of them.
The state administration
claimed it is doing vastly
better than the federal
bureaucracy which also has
been trying for years to
abolish useless forms.
It said the U.S. Government,
making a continual review,
has increased its number of
forms used by 1 per cent.
SALE CONTINUES
Every Item In The Store Marked Down Further
Hurry!
*All Famous Brands
In Juniors & Misses Sizes!
*AU 1sf Quality lk
Everything To The Bare Wails Goes
Several key personnel
changes and promotions have
been made in the Westvaco
Timberlands Division's
Central Woodlands according
to Walter R. Penny,
Woodlands Manager.
J. Brian Fiacco has been
named to the new position of
Technical Manager for
Central Woodlands. In this
capacity he will be responsible
for providing technical sup-
port for woodlands. operations
in the area of data processing,
Umber inventory and sales,
research, production planning
and quality control. He will
also coordinate land
acquisition activities. Fiacco,
a 1966 forestry graduate of
North Carolina State
University, has been located
at Central Woodlands for the
past eight years serving in
land acquisition and district
operations and previously was
located at the company's West
Virginia Woodlands. Fiacco
*ill report to Walter Penny.
James R. Baer will become
District Forester of the
Northern District
headquartered at Wicldiffe,
Kentucky. He will be
responsible for all phases of
forest management activities
within the District. Included
will be the expanding hard-
wood plantation program,
land clearance and planting
operations and timber sales.
Baer, a 1966 graduate of the
University of Missouri, has
been assigned to forest
management activities at
Central Woodlands for the
past seven years and
previously was located at
Westvaco's Southern
Woodlands in South Carolina.
He will report to Assistant
Woodlands Manager, Wayne
Wells.
Michael L. Weatherford will
become District Forester of
the Southern District
headquartered at Ripley,
Mississippi. He will be
responsible for all phases of
forest management activities
within the District.
Weatherford is a 1968 forestry
graduate of North Carolina
State University and has been
,
Arts & Crafts 
Festival Set 
Key Personnel Changes
In Paris, In. 
Announcerd At Westvaco
Over 150 artists and craf-





nsylvania, and Tennessee will
display their creations and
,demonstrate their techniques,
at Ogburn Park in Paris, Tn.
the weekend of July 24 and 25.
The occasion is the third
annual Arts and - Crafts
Festival (formerly the
Summer in the Park Arts Ind
Crafts Festival at Paris
Landing ) sponsored by the
Tri-County Arts and Crafts
Guild headquartered in Paris.
Free to the public, the exhibits
will be opened from 10 a.m. to
6 p.m. Saturday July 24 and 12
noon to 6 p.m. Sunday July 25,
1976. The exhibits will be
centered around the pavilion
under shady trees.
A cider press and grist mill
will be added attractions this




strating crafts carrying out
the bicentennial theme of the
Summer in Paris Festival.
Additional exhibits are to
Include paintings and
drawings in a wide variety of
media, photography, custom
frames, metal and clay
sculpture, pottery, ceramics,
needlework, wood crafts, doll
makers, sand art, jewelry,
leaded glass, candles,
macrame, plants and a wide
variety of-other art and craft
forms.
Many of the exhibitors will
demonstrate their skills,
either continuously or from
time to time during the
festival and most of the ob-
jects on display will be for
sale.
WHAT'S IN A NAME?
DETROIT (A?) — Guests at
the Detroit Athletic Club do a
double take when they look at
the coatroom attendant's name
tag. The attendant is Betty Hat-
rack and she's been the club's
chief hat and coat 1. acker for
the past 20 years.
assigned to land acquisition
activities for the past two
years. He will report to Wayne
Gary C. Bing, a 1967 forestry
graduate of the University of
Missouri, will assume the
duties of land requisition
forester reporting directly to
the Technical Manager, Brian
Fiacco. Prior to this time,
Bing has worked nine years in
various assignments in forest
research and timberlands
operations Assisting Bing will
be Paul L. Blickley, Jr., a 1975
forestry graduate of
Mississippi State University.
Blickley will be responsible
for land acquisition and
timber cruising activities and
will report directly to Bing.
T. W. Meriwether iII
assume the duties of Party
Chief in the Surveying
Department. Meriwether is a
native of LaCenter, Kentucky,
and a recent graduate of the
Forestry and Wood
Technology School, at
Quicksand, Kentucky. He will
report to K. M. Billingsley,
Chief Surveyor.
B. D. Anderson has been
assigned as Forest Technician
in the Northern District
replacing W. H. Shenk who Is
resigning to return to school.
Anderson was previously
employed by Burroughs - Ross
- Colville Company, . Mc-
Minnville, Tennessee. He will
report to District Forester J.
R. Baer.
Kathy Howard, survey director, reads traffic counters
as a part of the recreation use survey conducted in land
Between The Lakes, TVA's 265 square-mile demon-
stration of outdoor recreation and environmental
education in western Kentucky and Tennessee. Data
from the traffic counters is correlated with results from
questionnaires to determine the total amount of visitor
use in Land Between The Lakes and how people utilize
the area. A relatively small number of visiters are ran-
domly selected as they leave the area to assist in the_
survey by answering a short` questionnaire. Results will
be used for management of the existing facilities and in
planning for the future. The technique has been used
,successfully since 1962 on numerous USDA Forest Ser-
vice recreation sites. The survey will continue through
May, 1977, and the public's participation is greatly ap-
preciated. (TVA Moto)
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10 a.m. - 8 p.m.
VIVA NAPKINS
120 cr. . .49'
DEODORANT SOAP BATH
IRISH SPRING. . . . 294
€60 100 Count





TOMATO JUICE. . . 59e
PEPPERIDGE FARM
CAKE 17 OL . . 
KRAFT • Vz GALLON














































CHEF BOY—AR-DEE • 303 CAN
RAVIOLI  494•22 OL
PINEAPPLE 534
PARAMOUNT • DILLS • 32 OZ.
POLSKI WYROB 
FRISKIE'S-LIVER-BEEF
DOG FOOD 15 OZ.,
47 AMERICAN • SINGLES
CHEESE 80Z. 
NABISCO
OREO COOKIES 14 OZ. • • • 85'









NORTHSIDE $600 SOUTHS1DE '200
LAST WEEK
NORTHSIDE
No Winner
U.
SOUTHSIDE
Christine McCuiston
$600 Winner
1
